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LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR
I know of a Sunday school that people look forward
to attending because they will get help in their Christian
life; they will meet and talk with their friends; and they will
have fun times with friends.
I know of a Sunday school that people actually try
to get their unchurched friends to attend with them.
I know of a Sunday school that causes people to get
up on Sunday morning, excited about participating in Bible
study.
I know of a Sunday school where group members
care about and feel responsible for their fellow group
members who are hurting or absent.
Perhaps you have never heard of such a Sunday school. Yet, there is no reason
why every Sunday school could not be like that one.
Sunday School Enrollment is designed to turn around attendance in your Sunday
School by changing attitudes toward Sunday School. It changes the way people think
about Sunday school, involving adults in Bible study rather than sitting in rows listening
to lectures. It provides a “window of entry” for unchurched friends to enter the church
family. It makes Bible study more practical because people apply Scriptures to their life
as they discuss its issues. People experience fun and excitement on Sunday morning
because they are interacting with their friends. But more importantly, this Sunday School
Enrollment campaign changes the way you think about evangelism. It will help your
Sunday school develop a lifestyle of evangelism that wins more people to Christ and
assimilates them into the life of your church.
Sunday School Enrollment is a return to the old workable techniques of enrolling
people in Sunday School. It is built on stair-stepping people to Jesus Christ and
salvation.
Take a few minutes to think about what Sunday School Enrollment can do for
your group. It can bring new excitement to Bible study through increased participation,
discussion, and personal interaction. It can make your groups more effective in outreach
as stair-stepping principles of evangelism replace a confrontational, decision-driven
approach. It can close the back door (dropout problem) as people remain in church with
the friends who brought them to Christ. It can bring a new enthusiasm to your group
members, as everyone becomes involved in evangelism, not just those who have the gift
of evangelism or are effective in getting people to make decisions. It can make your
group meeting a more enjoyable place to meet others.

You will experience these and many other benefits in your Sunday school as you
take the principles outlined in this study and apply them faithfully to your situation.
May God help you boost or turn around your Sunday school for His glory.
Elmer Towns

OVERVIEW
Sunday School Enrollment’s success depends on prayer, plan and active
participation. Most of the planning is built into this packet. Therefore, use it as a guide
to planning your own campaign and insuring that everything is done in order and at the
right time. We recommend that each Bible study teacher in your church use the text and
teaching outline as the basis of their group discussions during the eight weeks of the
campaign and that every adult in your Sunday School class be given his or her own copy
of the accompanying lesson handouts for reinforcement and taking notes each week.
This helps insure that the window of growth remains open after the campaign itself
concludes.
Sunday School Enrollment: Reviving the New Testament Strategy of Outreach
actually begins as an eight-week campaign and continues as an ongoing outreach
strategy. If the principles and outreach methods taught in this campaign are used on a
continuous basis in your church, your members’ attendance and loyalty should increase
and remain steady while newcomers are persuaded to join by what they see and
experience upon enrolling in your Bible study groups.
This packet contains a helpful step-by-step Planning section, including a pastor’s
planning agenda, Bible study leader’s planning agenda, and helpful planning calendar for
your use in planning and initiating your own Sunday School Enrollment outreach. It also
contains vital Teaching Helps, which consist of a worktext, teaching outline, and lesson
handouts. The Promotion section contains sample announcements, letters, and sample art
for surveys, questionnaires, posters, enrollment cards, FRANS Search Cards, attendance
records, and so forth; and audiocassettes in which the author gives instructions and
introduces each of the eight lessons.
The eight lessons explain why and how to turn around negative attitudes about
Sunday school, why there is strength in Sunday School Enrollment, why it is a biblical
approach, how to enroll people in Bible study, and more. The lesson titles are as follows:
Lesson One: Turning around Attitudes
Lesson Two: Building on the Strengths of Sunday school
Lesson Three: Recycling Sunday School Enrollment
Lesson Four: How to Enroll a Person in Bible Study
Lesson Five: “Windows of Opportunity”
Lesson Six: A Friendly Touch
Lesson Seven: The Biblical Basis for “Inviting” Evangelism
Lesson Eight: Where Are You on the Stair-Steps?
To experience the greatest benefits in your church, please read all the material in
this resource packet before proceeding with your plan of action.

HOW TO USE THE RESOURCE PACKET
Before you start organizing and using the campaign look over each section
carefully and familiarize yourself with the contents of the packet. Everything you need
for a successful ministry has been put into a handy reference format.

PASTOR’S PLANNING AGENDA
To ensure the success of your Sunday School Enrollment campaign, you will want
to start planning about four weeks ahead of time. As soon as you select a date to begin
teaching Sunday School Enrollment, fill it in on this planning agenda, then fill in the
dates on the preceding and following weeks. Be sure to read through and become
familiar with the contents and plan of the resource packet first.

; Check each item as it is completed.
Week One

Date _____________

During the Week
Review the entire Sunday School Enrollment resource packet. Become familiar with
contents. Listen to the audiocassettes.
Set a date to begin your Sunday School Enrollment campaign.
Set up a meeting with church leaders to tell them about the Sunday School Enrollment
campaign and gain their support.

Week Two

Date_____________

During the Week
Meet with church leaders to explain the Sunday School Enrollment campaign and
gain their support. Emphasize their role in implementing the enrollment strategy in
their Bible study groups. You may want to challenge the Sunday school staff with
some of the concepts they will implement from the text. Leave the floor open and
allow time for suggestions and input.
Design and prepare a brochure or fact sheet about your Sunday school (Bible study)
groups to let visitors and people who are not enrolled in Bible study know what your
church has to offer (see sample in Promotion section).
Arrange to have promotional materials printed or copied (see Promotion).

Week Three

Date_____________

During the Week
Pick up printed materials from printer.
Distribute copies of lesson plans, Bible Study Leaders Agenda, any necessary
promotional materials, and the worktext to every Bible study group leader.
Ask Bible study leaders to read and study the text and lesson plans.
Place posters in Sunday school classrooms and other prominent areas of your church
building.

Week Four

Date_____________

Sunday
In worship services, announce the Sunday School Enrollment campaign and explain
what it can do for your church (see Promotion).
Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group leaders, and Bible study
group members.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson one to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.

Week Five

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson one (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign.
Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group leaders, and Bible study
group members.
Conduct a survey of those who did not attend Sunday school today. Explain that the
response will help you evaluate your Sunday school program and make changes. The
survey could be used as a bulletin insert or handout to be completed, not signed, and
collected in the service.

During the Week
Compile results of survey done during Sunday’s worship service and have secretary
type them or enter them in the computer to print out copies for Bible study teachers.
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson two to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Share the worship service survey results with your teachers. (Give them typed copies
of your results.) They need to know what barriers they face as they are challenged to
reach out and enroll people in Sunday school. Take time to discuss ways to overcome
these barriers.
Make sure Bible Study Enrollment cards (see Promotion section) are placed in pew
racks and/ or are available for ushers on Sunday.

Week Six

Date____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson two (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson three to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Discuss ways of inviting/enrolling prospects in Bible study.

Week Seven

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson three (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson four to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.

Week Eight

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson four (see Teaching Helps).
Obtain Bible study group enrollment goals from Sunday school office (or teachers if
you do not have such an office) after Sunday school. Announce goals in worship
service.
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”

This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson five to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Ask your leaders to share the current results of the campaign in their groups (find out
how many new people have enrolled).
Remind your leaders to schedule visits to all prospects. These visits should be made
within two days of the prospects’ attendance in their group.

Week Nine

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson five (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Report on how many new people have enrolled in Bible study, so far, during the
campaign.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when malting
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson six to all Bible study teachers.
(You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help prepare
them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Discuss barriers to friendliness that may exist in the church or study groups.

Ask your leaders to share the current results of the campaign in their groups.
Remind your leaders to schedule visits to all prospects. These visits should be made
within two days of the prospects’ attendance in their group.

Week Ten

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson six (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Report on how many new people have enrolled in Bible study, so far, during the
campaign.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson seven to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.) This will help
prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Ask your leaders to share the current results of the campaign in their groups.
Remind your leaders to schedule cookie visits to all prospects. These visits should be
made within two days of the prospects’ attendance in their group.

Week Eleven

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson seven (see Teaching Helps).

In worship services, encourage everyone to participate in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the campaign, Bible study group
leaders, and Bible study group members.
Report on how many new people have enrolled in Bible study during the campaign.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Hold a class to teach Sunday School Enrollment lesson eight to all Bible study
teachers. (You may want to use the audiocassettes for this purpose.)
This will help prepare them for teaching their groups on Sunday.
Ask your leaders to share the current results of the campaign in their groups.
Remind your leaders to schedule cookie visits to all prospects. These visits should be
made within two days of the prospects’ attendance in their group.

Week Twelve

Date_____________

Sunday
In Bible study groups, leaders teach lesson eight (see Teaching Helps).
In worship services, thank everyone for participating in the Sunday School
Enrollment campaign. Have special prayer for the faithfulness of the new enrollees.
Report on how many new people enrolled in Bible study during the campaign.
Encourage visitors to fill out Bible Study Enrollment cards (which should be in the
racks on the back of the pews or may be handed out by ushers). If they are sure they
cannot return for Sunday school, then tell them to mark through “Bible Study
Enrollment” and write in “Visitor.”
This is a good time to pass out brochures about your Bible study (Sunday school)
classes. Or you may want to wait and deliver brochures to guests when making
follow-up visits.

During the Week
Send thank-you cards to Bible study leaders to thank them for their support during the
campaign.
Call to remind your leaders to schedule visits to all prospects. These visits should be
made within two days of the prospects’ attendance in their group. Leaders may also
want to send thank-you/welcome letters to new enrollees (see Promotion).
Send letter to all new enrollees, welcoming them to Bible study and encouraging their
faithfulness (see Promotion).

BIBLE STUDY LEADER’S
PLANNING AGENDA
; Check each item as it is completed.
Week One

Date_____________

During the Week
Pastor will contact you to announce a meeting of church leaders regarding the Sunday
School Enrollment campaign.

Week Two

Date_____________

During the Week
Meet with the pastor to learn about the Sunday School Enrollment campaign.

Week Three

Date_____________

During the Week
You will receive copies of lesson plans, related materials, and your worktext.

Week Four

Date_____________

Sunday
Announce that the Sunday School Enrollment campaign will be the basis of group
studies for eight weeks, beginning next week.

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson one. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Five

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.

Teach lesson one to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson two. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Six

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson two to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson three. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Seven

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson three to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson four. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Eight

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson four to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

Report your Bible study group enrollment goals to the Sunday School office (or the
pastor if you do not have a Sunday School office) immediately following your
session, so the pastor will receive the information and can announce the goals in the
worship service.

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson five. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.
Call and remind group members to make visits.

Week Nine

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson five to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson six. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.
Send thank-you notes or letters to each group members to let them know you
appreciate their involvement in the Sunday School Enrollment campaign.

Week Ten

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson six to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson seven. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Eleven

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson seven to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).

During the Week
Attend the pastor’s class to study Sunday School Enrollment lesson eight. This will
help prepare you for teaching your Bible study group on Sunday.

Week Twelve

Date_____________

Sunday
Open with announcements, welcome to visitors, and prayer.
Have members introduce their guests.
Teach lesson eight to your Bible study group (see Teaching Outline).
Report your total of new enrollees and amount of increase in-group membership to
the Sunday school office (or pastor if no Sunday School office exists) immediately
following Sunday School.

During the Week
Send thank-you/welcome letters to all newcomers to your Bible study group (see
Promotion).

The Following Weeks
Other follow-up calls, letters, and visits should be made to newcomers to answer
questions they may have, encourage them, invite them to group functions (social and
church-related events), and offer ministry support. This will help meet their needs,
make them feel welcome, and bond them to the church.

ABOUT THE TEACHING HELPS
This section includes a worktext, teaching outlines, and lesson handouts to assist
you in teaching Sunday School Enrollment: Reviving the New Testament Strategy of
Outreach.
The worktext explains the why and how of turning around negative attitudes, why
there is strength in Sunday School Enrollment, why it is a biblical approach, how to enroll
people in Bible study, and in general gives you more in-depth information on the topic of
Sunday School Enrollment than you will find in the audiocassettes or the teaching outline.
You will probably want to have the teaching outline in front of you as you study the
worktext, so you can add your own notes.
The teaching outline was created to guide you through each lesson. Once you
have listened to the audiocassettes and read the worktext, this outline serves to refresh
your memory on the materials you have studied and need to present to your Bible study
group. The outline contains steps to help the class flow, plus all the information from the
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.
The lesson handouts are for student use in following along with the lessons,
taking notes, referring to notes and questions for class discussion, and for future
reference. We recommend that you give a copy of each lesson handout to every student
to help reinforce the principles you teach (give one lesson handout per week to
correspond with the weekly lesson).

WORKTEXT
Sunday School Enrollment
Reviving a New Testament Strategy of Outreach
Elmer Towns

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction
Chapter One: Turning around Attitudes
Chapter Two: Building on the Strengths of Sunday School
Chapter Three: Recycling Sunday School Enrollment
Chapter Four: How to Enroll a Person in Bible Study
Chapter Five: “Windows of Opportunity”
Chapter Six: A Friendly Touch
Chapter Seven: The Biblical Basis for “Inviting” Evangelism
Chapter Eight: Where Are You on the Stair-Steps?

INTRODUCTION
I know of a Sunday school that people look forward to attending because they will
get help in their Christian life.
I know of a Sunday school that people look forward to attending because they will
meet and talk with their friends.
I know of a Sunday school that people look forward to attending because of the
fun times that they will have with friends.
I know of a Sunday school that people actually try to get their unchurched friends
to attend with them.
I know of a Sunday school that causes people to get up on Sunday morning,
expecting to participate in Bible study.
I know of a Sunday school where group members care about and feel responsible
for their fellow group members who are hurting or absent.
Perhaps you have never heard of such a Sunday school. Yet, there is no reason
why every Sunday school could not be like that one.

Sunday School Enrollment is designed to turn around attendance in your Sunday
school by changing attitudes toward Sunday school. First, it changes the way people
think about Sunday school by involving adults in Bible study rather than sitting in rows
listening to lectures. Second, it provides a “window of entry” for unchurched friends to
enter the church family. Third, it makes Bible study more practical because people apply
Scriptures to their life as they discuss its issues. Fourth, people experience fun and
excitement on Sunday morning because they interact with their friends.
But more importantly, Sunday School Enrollment changes the way you think
about evangelism. It will help your Sunday school develop a lifestyle of evangelism that
wins more people to Christ and assimilates them into the life of your church.
Sunday School Enrollment is a return to the old workable techniques of enrolling
people in Sunday School. It is built on stair-stepping people to Jesus Christ and
salvation.
Take a few minutes to think about what Sunday School Enrollment can do for
your group. It can bring new excitement to Bible study through increased participation,
discussion, and personal interaction. It can make your group more effective in outreach
as stair-stepping principles of evangelism replaces a confrontational, decision-driven
approach. It can close the back door (dropout problem) as people remain in church with
the friends who brought them to Christ. It can bring a new enthusiasm to your group
members, as everyone becomes involved in evangelism—not just those who have the gift
of evangelism or are effective in getting people to make decisions. It can make your
group a more enjoyable place to meet others.
You will experience these and many other benefits in your Sunday school as you
take the principles outlined in this study and apply them faithfully to your situation.
May God help you turn around your Sunday school for His glory.
Sincerely yours in Christ,
Elmer Towns

CHAPTER ONE
Turning around Attitudes
For over 200 years now, Sunday school has been an effective tool in reaching,
teaching, winning, and training people for Christ. Public attitudes toward Sunday school
have changed over the years. There have been times when Sunday school was widely
perceived to effectively meet needs and, therefore, experienced significant growth. Then
there were other times when Sunday school was widely perceived as irrelevant, resulting
in a decline in attendance.
Right now Sunday school is in a period of decline on a national level, but it can be
turned around. The future of Sunday school is as bright as it ever was, but certain
questionable attitudes about Sunday school are developing. Some of these negative
perceptions will result in declining attendance if they are not addressed. The first step to
experiencing a turn around in our Sunday Schools involves recognizing some damaging
views and adopting appropriate measures to deal with them.
These negative attitudes are barriers to people who might otherwise attend
Sunday school. One of the first principles of outreach and growth deals with barriers or
fences that hinder people from attending and responding to the Gospel. The more
barriers placed between a lost person and the Gospel, the more difficult it is to get him or
her converted.
Donald A. McGavran was one of the first to speak publicly and in print about
barriers to evangelism. He said, “Men like to become Christians without crossing racial,
linguistic or class barriers.”

The Nature of Barriers
Barriers are both spiritual and natural. Some barriers grow out of the nature of the
Gospel message. The message of “repentance” (Acts 2:38) is a barrier to those who do
not want to give up their sin. Their sin may involve an act, place or person. Also, the
message of the Cross is foolish (1 Cor. 1:18) or an offense (Gal. 5:11). The instinct of
natural man is to save himself or perform good works. So the conditions of grace (Eph.
2:8-9) become a barrier to salvation. These barriers are spiritual in nature and there is no
way to remove them, nor can you water down the implications of the message.
But there are also natural barriers that are constructed by the church. Some
Christians create barriers by their bad breath, poor grammar, bad manners or by adding
church membership to the message of salvation.
Some unsaved people create barriers by their prejudice against people from
certain denominations, races, and sections of the country or language presentations.
There are many barriers to effective evangelism and most of them are far less obvious

than race, language, and ethnic differences, but their effect is no less real. People do not
like to cross barriers of any kind.
Children are conditioned from infancy not to cross barriers such as the playroom
door or the street in front of their house. Infants are placed in playpens. Toddlers and
small children are held back by doors and fences. The written and unwritten rules and
regulations of family, society, and government restrain Young people and adults.
At some point, emotional conditioning becomes so strong that the reality of
barriers is unimportant. Whether real or imagined, if barriers are perceived to exist, the
effect is the same.
Barriers are erected from both sides. A security chain-link fence will often have
three or four strands of barbed wire around the top. If the fence is intended to keep
intruders out, the barbed wire will usually be tilted outward. If it is intended to keep the
occupants in, the barbed wire will tilt inward.
Some churches have symbolic chain-link fences surrounding them, seemingly to
keep people away. The barriers to evangelism can be thought of as fences with barbed
wire tilted in both directions. They make it difficult for the unsaved to cross into the
family of God and for the Christian to cross out to the unsaved.
Failure to admit the existence of barriers and overcome them is devastating to the
cause of evangelism. If barriers are not removed, money and time are wasted in trying to
present the Gospel and those involved in the task become frustrated and discouraged by
their failure to get results.

Six Negative Attitudes to a Healthy Sunday School
Trends in the last two decades indicate new patterns of worship and Sunday
school attendance, which have resulted in new perceptions of the Sunday school. Those
who have not kept track of changing public opinion many find themselves faced with
declining attendance in Sunday school. What worked well in building Sunday school
attendance during the early seventies tends not to be as effective today. That is because
we are not reaching people in the seventies any more. To build a growing Sunday school
today, we need to begin reaching people in our present decade.
Negative Attitude #1: “Visitors come to Sunday School.” Most often the first
visit by strangers is to the worship service, not the Sunday school as in days past.
Statistics reveal that during the seventies and eighties, most churches had a higher
attendance during the morning service than during the Sunday school hour. Research has
been conducted to determine the reason people attend a Sunday school class.
The first reason is that people want to meet people or a friend brought them.
Visitors do not normally come to Sunday school. Friends bring them, they come to be
with their friends or come to make friends. Bill Hull, director of the Sunday Schools of

the Evangelical Free Church of America, said, “I know of no healthy Sunday school in
our movement that is not relational.”
Negative Attitude #2: “The Sunday school is the most effective agency to reach
and win the unchurched.” Sunday school is no longer the “window of entry” into church
membership. During the fifties, most new members came into church membership
through the Sunday school. Today, most new members come into church membership
because of the worship service. This change in the path by which people become church
members has resulted in a change in the character of Sunday school.
Negative Attitude #3: “The name Sunday School is out of date.” The name
Sunday school has become a barrier word to many unchurched. Those inside the church
accept the name Sunday school, but those outside the church attach concepts like
babysitting, gimmicks such as contests and prizes, and out-of-date teaching methods.
They do not recognize Sunday school as a place of Bible study. For many, the word
Sunday school is a stained-glass barrier that keeps people out of church.
The expression “stained-glass barrier” refers to the imagined barrier between the
church and those on the outside. Obviously, it does not mean that a stained-glass window
is wrong or is it a barrier to getting some saved. This phrase is used only as a symbol. A
stained-glass barrier is usually a wall of fear that outsiders have about what goes on in the
church and has no real foundation in fact.
Both Christians and the unsaved build this barrier. Christians build the barrier
from inside the church. Some construct it with the fear of being contaminated by the
influence of the world. Sometimes they hide behind the wall of fear. Even though
Christians should be separated from sin and the influence of the ungodly, they must cross
the stained-glass barrier to share Christ.
Unsaved people build the barrier from the outside. They make their bricks from
the fears of what they do not understand. Sometimes their barrier is the conviction of sin
they experience in the presence of the people of God. These fears are to be expected.
Paul indicated that the unsaved man understands neither the things of God nor the people
of God (1 Cor. 2:14-15). Furthermore, being in the presence of Christians is a reminder
of God’s impending judgment (2 Cor. 2:15-16), and that produces both fear and
discomfort.
Most Christians are probably more comfortable remaining behind the stainedglass barrier in their attempts to evangelize the lost. They want the outsider to come in
the front door and respond to the Gospel. The unsaved prefer to remain outside where
they can go on in their natural life without the convicting presence of the people of God.
Also, outside the church they are not faced by truths they do not understand.
Negative Attitude #4: “Sunday School is only for kids.” Sunday school is
usually associated primarily with children. Many people think of Sunday school as a
means of preparing children for church membership or as a service for children not old

enough to attend worship. Therefore, adults do not perceive Sunday school as a place for
them, just as they would not think of spending their time at a Day Care Center.
Negative Attitude #5: “Only boring lectures are given in Sunday school.”
Sunday school has become “lecture driven” or “program driven” rather than “people
driven.” Youth use the term “sermon” negatively. “Don’t give me a sermon.” Boomers
do not like to be “preached” at. “Don’t preach to me.” Yet Sunday school is usually
“teacher centered” and “lecture centered,” everything contemporary youth and adults do
not want in life.
Negative Attitude #6: “Sunday school is out of date.” Sunday school is not
perceived as relevant to the lives of its pupils. For many people, the application of the
Bible to life seems more like a “moralism” than something that works. Therefore, it is
widely believed that Sunday school does not meet real needs of its pupils.

Turning Around These Six Attitudes
We may not agree with these six negative attitudes and your Sunday school may
not be guilty of these six, but if we are going to reach people in this day and time, we
need to respond to the way they think. This means we need to have specific “turn around
actions” to help people overcome each of these barriers. We want people to be able to
attend our Sunday school without having to jump fences.
There are several steps in the process of overcoming barriers. First, we need to
identify the barriers. Just as the first step in the treatment of a disease is diagnosis, so the
Christian has a responsibility to recognize barriers to evangelism.
Paul said, “I have become all things to all men, that I might by all means save
some” (1 Cor. 9:22).
Remember that all people are different and the barriers standing in their way are
different. The key is to identify the specific barrier and tear it down. If it is one the
potential visitor has erected in his or her own mind, you have to take the initiative and
cross the barriers. If the barrier is in your church, again you must take the initiative to
change it.
You may not have erected the barrier, but you must remove it. These natural
barriers to evangelism are manmade. They are the products of wrong thinking on the part
of Christians and unbelievers alike. However, that does not mean they are not real. They
are as real as they are perceived to be by those who create them. The Christian’s
responsibility is to recognize the barriers and tear them down.
Turn around Action #1: Target those who attend only worship services. Since
visitors first attend the worship service, go where your best prospects are located. Look
in the worship service for visitors or regular attendees who are not in Bible study. This is
the best source for your prospect list.

Turn around Action #2: Create a new “Window of entry” into the Sunday
School. Sunday School Enrollment is a unique approach to building Sunday School
attendance. It is not a contest where people feel manipulated nor is it an attempt to get
visitors to attend on a big day to break attendance. Rather, Sunday School Enrollment is
an attempt to enroll your friends in Bible study where they will meet new friends, become
involved in discussion, learn to apply Scripture, and become responsible for those in one
study group.
Turn around Action #3: Begin using the title “Bible Study” rather than
“Sunday School.” Most people in today’s culture are functional in their thinking. They
use functional titles rather than traditional titles. Bible study describes what you do and
is a functional name. Therefore, talk about adult Bible study rather than Sunday school.
Turn around Action #4: Think adults. In the fifties and sixties, the large number
of children in society meant a large number of children in Sunday school. Today, those
children are adults and make up over 50 percent of those attending Sunday school. A
strong adult program will: enlist prayer support, enlist leadership for the church, enlist a
financial base, increase attendance as adults bring children and youth, and make you
more effective in reaching other adults through adults.
Turn around Action #5: Communicate the Bible by Bible studies rather than
lectures or explanations. Young adults want participatory and experiential classes where
they talk, laugh, cry, feel at ease, and experience the Word of God. They are not looking
for an authority figure to preach at them. They want a discussion leader to guide them in
Bible study.
Turn around Action #6: Discussion naturally leads to practical application by
those in the group. Young adults want functional lessons on the Bible. In essence they
are saying, “Help me in my life on Monday and I will come to your Bible study on
Sunday.” Lectures and authority figures tend to “moralize” when applying the Bible.
When adults discuss the Bible, they try to put themselves into situations they discuss.
Most barriers to evangelism lack any true restraining qualities, but they remain
barriers because they are perceived to be barriers. Even the most formidable barriers
those of culture, language, and ethnicity—can be overcome by a determined effort to
bridge the culture, language, and ethnic background of another person. Certainly we can
overcome the barrier to Sunday school attendance by using a more functional name.

CHAPTER TWO
Building On the Strengths of Sunday School
When a football team walks onto the field to play the Super Bowl, they are not
coming out to try a new game plan. During the season, they have tried various
approaches to the game and have discovered their strengths and weaknesses. Because
they want to win this game, they will use what works best for them and play from their
strengths.
If we want to successfully strengthen our Sunday school, we too need to learn to
lead from our strengths. To work from the strengths of the Sunday school, we must look
at four widely held but wrong assumptions about Sunday school outreach. Then we can
begin implementing four turnaround factors that will give our Sunday Schools a boost
and help us grow.

Four Wrong Assumptions about Sunday School Outreach
Sometimes we defeat ourselves by assuming that certain things are true when they
are not true. For example, if the car gas gage registers a full tank, we conclude that we
have enough gas for a leisurely autumn drive in the country. But if the gage is broken,
we may run out of gas a long way from a gas station.
Many Sunday Schools operate like a car with a broken gas gage. They assume
that certain things indicate real growth and conclude that all is well in their Sunday
school. But sometimes the things they assume are growth indicators, do not indicate
growth at all. They may reflect factors, which actually hinder the Sunday school from
achieving the continued growth it desires.
Assumption #1: A high attendance day builds the Sunday school. Many Sunday
school growth campaigns peak with the high attendance day in which a concentrated
effort is made to invite many visitors. Often, visitors see the Sunday school at its best.
However, attendance usually falls back to its previous level after the campaign concludes
because these visitors were treated as “prospects” who were to be sold on the church,
rather than important people who could make a contribution as friends.
When this attitude influences the life of a class, members may become
discouraged. They often begin to measure enthusiasm by an attendance standard that
cannot be reached week after week. Then it becomes increasingly more difficult to
recapture the initial enthusiasm of the high attendance day in subsequent Sunday school
promotions. Over time, the failure to produce sustained growth of a high attendance day
campaign destroys the credibility of this approach to growth.
Assumption #2: Visitors should be “pressed” to make a decision for conversion
or to join the church. This second false assumption also hinders evangelistic outreach.
Few people respond favorably to the Gospel when they first hear it. This approach to

evangelism tends to treat visitors as customers who should be “sold” on salvation or
“pressured” to join the church. Instead, Sunday school should be the place where people
can ask honest questions and explore Christianity. When visitors are pressed to make a
decision, they are not treated as “thinking persons” who have questions that need to be
answered or whose opinions are valued, hence they are not accepted as real persons or
friends, but as “prospects.”
Assumption #3: Evangelistic outreach is centered on strangers who are
primarily unknown to church members because it is easier to get decisions from people
we may never see again. When this assumption is practiced, evangelistic outreach tends
to be narrowly defined in the context of a cold-calls weekly visitation program. But
research indicates that people are more likely to trust Christ as Savior when they are
networked to Christ through long-term caring relationships.
In the New Testament, the most effective evangelism involved networking people
to Christ through existing social relationships - Friends, Relatives, Associates, and
Neighbors (FRANS). In Sunday School Enrollment, class members are not expected to
get decisions, but to be friends with visitors as they study the Bible together. Friends do
not pressure friends to make decisions before they are ready. Instead, they serve as an
influence and support their decision making process. They remain friends no matter what
decision is made.
Assumption #4: Guilt rather than love is used to motivate Christians to witness
for Christ. Many Christians feel threatened because they are not emotionally equipped or
personally motivated to press others for decisions to convert. Some leaders attempt to
capitalize on this guilt in an attempt to motivate Christians to witness. But, in reality,
rather than effectively motivating Christians to witness, guilt becomes counterproductive.
It simply makes Christians feel guiltier for not doing so and makes them more withdrawn
from the people they should reach. Guilt builds barriers between class members and
visitors, rather than opening up positive relationships between them.

Four Factors That Make Sunday School Enrollment Succeed
Turn-around Factor #1: People make a bonding decision to Christ and the
church after they visit and hear the Gospel 3.4 times. Research shows that the average
visitor does not come forward during the invitation to accept Christ the first time he or
she visits a church. He or she will usually visit 3 to 4 times before making a meaningful
decision to become a Christian. The length of the process is similar to when a person
purchases a new suit: the more significant the purchase, the longer it takes some people to
make up their mind. This does not mean that some are not saved the first time they visit a
Gospel-preaching church. The time it takes to reach someone with the Gospel depends
on their receptivity to the Gospel and their responsiveness to the church. The figure 3.4
is a statistical average, implying that those who make a permanent decision for Christ
usually attend church 3 times before they decide to accept Christ.
When visitors attend Bible study on several occasions, the Holy Spirit works in
conviction and the Word works in their heart toward regeneration. Their decision for

Christ produces genuine new birth. They do not become only professing church
members. The visitor sees the indwelling Christ and identifies with the Christian lifestyle
of believers. Hence they are not just learning Christian words or making a decision; they
are receiving a person (Christ) who is real to them.
Research indicates that a person usually decides to return to a church when that
church contacts him or her seven times in the weeks immediately following his or her
initial contact. This is called the Law of Seven Touches. These contacts, or touches, can
be initiated by the church through letters, phone calls, visits, or other personal contacts.
The obvious conclusion is that the church that contacts the most people, the most times,
will have the greatest results. However, evangelistic results never depend on only one
aspect. When all aspects of evangelism are followed—including the Law of Three
Hearings and Seven Touches—a person is more likely to respond to the Gospel.
Turn-around Factor #2: People need to be gradually introduced to a personal
relationship with Christ. An effective outreach strategy should draw people to the
church and stair-step them to salvation. This salvation event is “point action” that
happens instantaneously. Through the drawing process (networking), the prospect is
brought into personal contact with several Christians. When the unsaved person comes to
one of those difficult places where he or she is unable to make the next step toward the
Lord, and one Christian cannot seem to provide the needed answer, a word from another
Christian may be just what is needed. The drawing process enables Christians to become
laborers together with one another as well as with God. The strengths of one believer can
offset the weakness of others (cf. 1 Cor. 3:6-8).
A person must know certain things about God, salvation, and himself or herself
before conversion. This involves pre-conversion ministry. Most (though not all)
strangers are not ready to make the initial decision of salvation when first presented with
the plan of salvation, because they have too many questions. If they have reservations or
questions when they decide for Christ, they have not fully trusted in Him.
Stair-stepping people to salvation prepares for the event of the new birth. As
unsaved people become personally acquainted with different Christians through the
drawing process, they are well on the road to understanding Christians and the church.
They will come to understand that the Christian life is not a legal system but true freedom
in Christ and will learn that Christians can experience lasting joy and contentment. They
will see that a Christian will have problems, but can have victory over sin and the
circumstances of life. When these people come to the point of repentance and faith in
Christ, they will understand that what they are gaining is far greater than what they are
turning from or giving up (Phil. 3:8).
The apostle Paul experienced the working of this principle in Macedonia and
Achaia. The unsaved of that region did not have to be convinced of the value of the
Christian life. They were persuaded that the new birth would lead to a better quality of
life because they had seen it in the believers of Thessalonica (I Thess. 1:7-10). The
church of the Thessalonians had effectively drawn them even before they were saved.
That drawing had helped prepare their hearts for the event of the new birth.

To stair-step a person to salvation, the person must trust the soul winner, trust
Christianity, and trust God enough to take the simple step of faith in Christ. Just as it
takes nine months to form life in the womb before the actual moment of birth, it takes a
pre-conversion strategy of stair-stepping a person to Christ. However, some people take
all the steps and accept Christ the first time they hear the message. The Holy Spirit has
already prepared them to be saved and the message may have brought them along
quickly.
Stair stepping also establishes a model for continued Christian growth and
development after the event of the new birth. Active involvement in the local church is
essential to the proper growth and development of Christians (Heb. 10:24-25). Spiritual
growth, like physical growth, requires proper feeding, and God has provided for feeding
through the ministry of the church (cf. 1 Peter 2:2). He has given gifted individuals to the
church for the purpose of perfecting or maturing the saints (Eph. 4:11-12). These gifted
individuals exercise their ministry in local assemblies or flocks (1 Peter 5:2-3).
Turn-around Factor #3: FRANS (Friends, Relatives, Associates, and
Neighbors) are the most reachable people in your sphere of influence. The easiest
people to reach for Christ in your community are those who are already a part of the
existing social networks of church members. They have the fewest barriers to the culture
of the church and its sociological lifestyles; hence they have the fewest barriers to
becoming a Christian.
People resent being treated as statistics, numbers or part of the mass. They need
to belong to a group. They desire personal attention and personal identity. Reaching
people within our existing social networks draws them to Christ with that needed
personal trust. It demonstrates the genuine love, care, and concern of the church to the
unsaved friend. Therefore, we need to be persistent in our efforts to reach FRANs for
Christ.
Turn-around Factor #4: Emphasize “disciple-making,” the New Testament
expression of evangelism. Some churches have confused decision-making with disciple
making as the fulfillment of the Great Commission. They record decisions for Christ as
an evidence of their obedience. But the Great Commission calls for the making of
disciples who are baptized (assimilated into the church) and trained to become mature
Christians involved in ministry (Matt. 28:18-20).
The act of “decision” for Christ is found in “disciple making” but disciple making
involves more than a decision. Matthew decided to leave the tax table to follow Jesus
and become a disciple (Matt. 9:9). Likewise, the four fishermen (Peter, Andrew, James,
and John) also decided to leave their nets to follow Jesus as disciples (Mark 1:16-20).
But others who made decisions did not become disciples (cf. John 6:66). Disciple
making includes the process of following Christ after a decision for I-Em (“follow me
and I will make you a fisher of men”). Disciple making emphasizes a relationship with
Christ, i.e., knowing Him, becoming like Him, learning about Him, and talking to Him.

CHAPTER THREE
Recycling Sunday School Enrollment
There is strength in Sunday School Enrollment. When enrollment is emphasized,
members feel loyal to the group and a deeper responsibility to one another. When
enrollment is properly used, there is also deeper loyalty on the part of the group leaders
for spiritual care for those in the group by visiting them when absent or in trouble. All
group members become part of the team and feel a responsibility to fulfill their role in
team ministry.
When the group has a Bible study instead of a lecture, everyone becomes
responsible for discussion, and involvement. The group meeting becomes more exciting
and a necessary event for everyone. People want to become involved with others in
meaningful Bible study.
Historically, enrollment was an important statistic collected by Sunday school
associations and religious denominations. Unfortunately, some denominations became
confident with their growing enrollment statistics even though their actual attendance
declined. In an attempt to correct that problem, most groups stopped reporting
enrollment statistics and focussed on real attendance figures. The Southern Baptist
Convention was the only major denomination not to follow this trend. Instead of
dropping it like other denominations, they recycled enrollment and made it an effective
church growth tool. Today, many other church groups are discovering how to effectively
use enrollment to build attendance.

Why Sunday School Enrollment Died Out
Several factors led to the decline of Sunday School Enrollment as a growth
strategy. Many Sunday Schools emphasized the credibility of attendance rather than the
social networking that came from enrollment. As a result, churches and denominations
first stopped measuring growth and health by emphasizing enrollment. Then they
stopped reporting enrollment membership as a valid measure of growth. This caused
individual Sunday school classes to stop taking enrollment figures. After all, it was clear
that church leaders no longer felt it was important. But when the commitment to
enrollment began to disappear, so did class loyalty and social cohesion.
Many felt that attendance was a falsely bloated record since many people on the
roll did not attend regularly. An effort was made to pair the roll down to those whom
actually attended rather than using the roll as a pool from which to draw prospects or
visitors. While this was intended to more accurately reflect church attendance, it
indirectly contributed to an attendance decline. Attendance began to die because
marginal members (those on the roll) were neglected. Enrolling new members was not
emphasized because all energy was placed on attendance. The enrollment “window of

entry” was lost to the Sunday school. The church was left with one less way to reach
people.
As Sunday Schools became more isolated on just Bible teaching, enrollment and
other aspects were neglected. The good emphasis of stronger Bible teaching grew while
the social factors of interaction and accountability declined with the de-emphasis of
enrollment. The need for strong Bible teaching was evident, but not at the expense of
loyalty to the class and one another. As this trend developed, the role of the teacher was
directed toward lecture, content, and presentation. The teacher’s role of shepherding,
caring, and spiritual oversight was neglected. This shift subtly pushed Sunday school
toward a more respectable academic emphasis, but when “excellence in Bible Teaching”
became the only focus, the role of spiritually caring for pupils declined. Attendance
could not be sustained only by academic excellence, so pupil’s needs were not fulfilled
and attendance declined. The Sunday school lost the social interaction that produced
excitement, enjoyment, and a hunger for practical application.

Reversing the Sunday School Slide Through Enrollment
By recycling the concept of enrollment, you can reverse the Sunday school slide
in your church and boost attendance. Enrollment will do several things for your church.
First, it encourages group members to take responsibility for their group. Second, it
encourages the whole group to take responsibility for the newly enrolled group member.
Third, it builds a sense of loyalty and commitment to your Bible study group. Because
enrollment is a biblical concept, we should use it wisely to accomplish these and other
objectives.
Enrollment causes group members to take responsibility for the group. When
pupils are enrolled in Sunday school, they are obligated to their group for their
stewardship of time, talent, and treasures. Enrollment encourages group members to take
a responsibility for the spiritual health of their group and means that each member has an
obligation for the spiritual health of his or her friends in the group. Enrollment gives a
new “window of entry” to invite people into the church.
Sunday School Enrollment can create loyalty to the class and the church by
enrolling people and providing accountability. When a person is enrolled in Sunday
school, he or she considers the members as friends. Certain barriers to attendance are
taken down. Enrollment means the choice for Sunday attendance has already been made.
Most enrolled members will get up on Sunday morning expecting to attend Bible study.
Enrolling people for Bible study is a biblical approach to reaching friends,
relatives, associates, and neighbors. Some people believe that enrolling in Sunday school
is an American plan for church growth or Sunday school management. Others feel that
enrolling people in Sunday school gives a false sense of salvation (i.e., belong to the
church). Still others view enrollment as a means to artificially expand numbers, since not
all enrolled members attend.

The idea of enrolling students is not foreign to the New Testament. Prior to the
birth of Jesus, rabbis, philosophers, and other teachers commonly enrolled disciples to
study with them. Jewish rabbis often used the expression “come and see” to encourage
others to become disciples. This expression had deep meaning as it called individuals to
become disciples and learn the implications of the teacher’s particular value system. The
rabbis based this expression on a similar Old Testament invitation to study God (cf. Ps.
66:5).
When Jesus began to gather His own disciples, He recycled enrollment as an
effective outreach tool. He even used the same rabbinical expression that had been used
by others before Him as He called His first two disciples to “come and see” (John 1:39).
Within days His disciples were also using this expression to invite others to enroll in their
group (John 1:46). Later the Samaritan woman brought her city to Christ by saying,
“Come, see a Man who told me all things that I ever did. Could this be the Christ” (John
4:29)?
When we enroll people in Bible study today, we continue to use an outreach tool
that has proven effective throughout the years. It is not a new gimmick to reach people,
but a recycled version of an effective and biblical outreach strategy.

CHAPTER FOUR
How to Enroll a Person in Bible Study
Some people want to evangelize house to house, but they cannot get into most
homes because the residents are not receptive. While there is a place for house-to-house
outreach, the most effective evangelism is when Christians share Christ with their friends,
relatives, associates, and neighbors. These people tend to be receptive to their friends
and responsive to the Gospel.
We need to invest our priority time reaching those who are responsive-receptive
people because time is short, resources are limited, it follows the biblical example, and
discipleship produces greater results.
Time and resources are limited. Therefore, we should practice good stewardship
in every aspect of life, even evangelism. Jesus Himself taught that while evangelistic
efforts should reach all (Mark 16:15), concentrated effort should be expended on those
who are receptive and responsive (Matt. 10:14). The apostle Paul’s ministry reached a
turning point when he applied this principle (Acts 13:46). If a soul winner can make only
five evangelistic visits during a period of time, it would seem wise for him or her to place
priority on visiting those who are ready to receive Christ. Targeting receptive-responsive
people is: (1) trying to be as fruitful as possible for Christ, (2) winning the winnable
while they are winnable, i.e., before their receptivity cools, (3) growing the church faster
and larger, and (4) being good stewards of our time and resources.
In light of stewardship, Christians must establish priorities for evangelism. They
must be interested in reaching all, but also must determine where their evangelistic efforts
are likely to be most productive and give that area attention. That does not mean they can
forget or ignore the rest of the world. It does mean, however, that they should determine
which people are likely to be most receptive and responsive to them, then concentrate
efforts on those people.

Assumptions in Approaching People
Some churches consider a prospect to be anyone in their neighborhood who is not
a member of their church or of another church and not a professing Christian. Working
on this assumption, they conduct a neighborhood canvass to determine who fits these
parameters. This is the basis upon which prospects are determined.
A community canvass is a first step and is still useful in identifying receptiveresponsive people. But some people who are identified as prospects are not receptive to
the Gospel messenger nor are they responsive to accepting Christ. They have been
hardened to the church or the Gospel. The community canvass identifies them as
prospects because they have no church affiliation, but they are often not receptiveresponsive people.

Technically, a prospect might be described as “a likely or potential candidate.”
This includes two distinct groups. For the purpose of evangelism, every unsaved person
is commonly thought of as a prospect in the sense of a potential candidate for the Gospel.
But some are more receptive and responsive to the Gospel than others are. The likely
candidates are those who have a greater probability of being stair-stepped through the
process to trust Christ as Savior. Usually, likely candidates are those already in the
believer’s sphere of influence or those who could be easily brought into that sphere.
As you begin to contact people to attempt to enroll them in Bible study, it is
important to understand that there are three kinds of contacts. First, we contact absentees
to get them back. Second, we contact people to lead them to Christ. Third, we contact
prospects to enroll them in Bible study.
Sunday School Enrollment is not centered on soul winning contacts. Rather, the
strategy is to involve people in Bible study, knowing this will eventually result in their
coming to know Christ as Savior. Also, Sunday School Enrollment is not a program to
contact absentees. This should be an important part of the maintenance program of your
outreach. Sunday School Enrollment is a campaign to enroll new people in Bible study.
As you talk with prospects ask, “Are you interested in Bible study?” Many may
say “no,” using one of several excuses such as “I go to another church” or “I’m Jewish”
or “I’m Catholic,” etc. Do not argue or press for a decision. Simply explain that you are
only looking for people who are interested. You have not asked the ultimate question or
an earthshaking question; you have simply asked, “Are you interested?” Since you are
looking for their interest, not for a final decision, if they say “no” they are not rejecting
you nor are they rejecting Christianity. They are just not interested in Bible study. If
they are interested, tell them about your Bible study and enroll them.
Several things happen when you approach people about enrolling in Bible study
by asking if they are interested. First, timid class members do not feel rebuffed or
rejected when someone tells them “no.” Second, a polite response prevents or removes
barriers that might otherwise be there for the next person who talks to them about
Christianity. Third, sometimes the polite response causes them to reconsider. They may
open up to a conversation about Bible study, despite their initial reservation.

Approaching People
As we work to turn around our Sunday school through enrolling people in Bible
study, we will use three different approaches or ways of contacting people. Some people
will enroll through a “cookie” visit from a class member. Others will enroll through
phone contacts. And others will enroll as a result of your polite response to their
answering ‘are you interested in a Bible study.”
When enrolling people in Bible study, remember the following points. First, a
cookie visit is primarily a means of sharing with your friends. Offering homemade
cookies is offering a part of your life. You’ve taken time to do something nice for them.
When you deliver the cookies, make the visit brief. You do not have to go in. The

purpose of the call is to make friends and encourage them to become involved in Bible
study. As you talk briefly, remind the prospect of the fun, interaction or application from
last Sunday’s lesson. By emphasizing the relational aspects of your Bible study group,
you help them begin to look at Bible study as being potentially valuable in their life.
Then it is not difficult to enroll the prospect. You might simply ask, “Are you interested
in enrolling in Bible study with us?”
When you use the telephone to enroll a person in Bible study, write down an
outline of what you want to say before dialing the number. Begin by identifying yourself
and your church affiliation. You might say, “Hello, I’m [name] from [church name].”
Then tell the person why you are calling. Explain why you think he or she may be
interested in Bible study and how your Bible study could benefit him or her. You might
say, “Your friend [friend’s name] gave me your name and said you may be interested in
Bible study.” In another call, you might begin, “You are a member of our church, but not
enrolled in Bible study. I thought you may be interested in our Bible study...” or “You
attended our church for [event] and I thought you may be interested in a Bible study.” If
you obtained the person’s name through a community survey, you could explain, “We
understand that you are not currently attending church and thought you may be interested
in Bible study with us.” Then tell what your Bible study has to offer the person and let
them know the topic you are studying.
The third way in this campaign of contacting and enrolling people in Bible study
involves letter writing. A handwritten letter is best, because it is more personal. When
you send someone a personal note, they will normally open and read your letter. In your
letter, offer the promise of excitement, meeting friends, and involvement. Tell them to
expect another contact, such as a phone call. Once you have composed your letter, you
may wish to rewrite it more neatly before mailing it.
The letter should be the beginning of a contact, not the final touch. It is easier to
enroll people in Bible study through relationships than through any other means. The
letter is the most non-relational of the three outreach strategies used in this campaign and
should be used to support the effectiveness of other attempts to enroll people. Remember
that it takes seven touches to bring a person to the church. Therefore, do not expect too
much from one or two letters or become discouraged because you don’t see immediate
results.

Finding Receptive-Responsive Prospects
Finding receptive-responsive prospects to enroll in Bible study is one key to a
successful enrollment campaign. The degree of receptivity varies from one person to
another. The most receptive people are usually those to whom a believer is closest—
friends, relatives, associates, and neighbors.
Jesus compares evangelism to sowing the seed of the Gospel in four different
types of soil, representing four different types of people. He refers to the varying
receptivity of people in terms of four kinds of soil (Matt. 13:3-23).

First, the soil by the wayside represents those who are unreceptive. They hear the
message but it does not take hold and become a part of them. They may be like those
who are receptive to the messenger but reject the message. Second, some seed falls on
stony ground. This may represent those who are temporarily receptive, but are unwilling
to make the changes required of Christians. Third, some seed falls among weeds, which
eventually choke the young plants. Some people superficially receive the message, but
when tribulation or persecution arises because of the Word, they are offended and fall
away. Fourth, some seed falls on good ground and is productive. Some people are
receptive and responsive to the Gospel and become fruitful Christians.
Even in the good soil, some produces thirty-fold, sixty-fold, and a hundred-fold.
This indicates different amounts of fruitfulness among those who are receptive and
responsive to the Gospel.
Receptivity not only varies from person to person, it varies from time to time.
People change with the passage of time and the change of events. One who is
unreceptive today may become receptive tomorrow. Those who are unreceptive or
indifferent can be cultivated. Those who have a hard heart can become soft to God.
Such changes in receptivity are often referred to as “seasons of the soul.” Just as there are
seasons to plant and seasons to harvest, so there are times in the seasons of people’s lives
when they are “ripe to harvest” or responsive to the Gospel.
What produces seasons of the soul? What makes a person receptive to God?
What softens a person who is hardened to the Gospel? Both supernatural and natural
factors make a person receptive and responsive.
The supernatural factors that make a receptive-responsive person are: (1) the
conviction of the Holy Spirit whereby a person sees his or her sin and its result, (2) the
influence of the Word of God, (3) the guidance of the Lord that brings a man to
understand his condition, and (4) the natural revelation of God in the world.
Certain natural factors can make a person receptive to God. Some of these factors
are transitions of life that disrupt the normal area of security a person has, such as
marriage, the birth of a child, loss of a job, bankruptcy, sickness, a death in the family or
being jailed. Any time a person goes through a social disequilibrium or culture shock, he
or she may become a more receptive-responsive person.
Times and resources are limited. We cannot spend equal time on all the people in
the world, trying to reach them for Christ. To be wise stewards of the resources entrusted
to us by God in the ministry of evangelism, we need to first evangelize all, using every
available means at our disposal. But we also need to give quality time to reaching
receptive-responsive people. Good stewardship demands that time be invested where it
will bring the greatest return for the glory of God. In the area of evangelism, that means
targeting receptive-responsive people and making a concentrated effort to stair-step them
toward a decision.

CHAPTER FIVE
“Windows of Opportunity”
Churches are too often like flow-through tea bags. New members are allowed to
flow in the front door and out the back door with little effective effort made to stop them.
A large percentage of those who come down the isle to profess Christ or join the church
slip out the back door and never return. Those who profess Christ must be bonded to a
local church so they can grow in their newfound faith.
Research shows that a new convert must become part of a primary group in the
church within two weeks of joining church or he or she is likely to drop out. When a new
convert joins the local church, he or she must identify with a group or class within the
church. One of the best primary groups to catch and keep new members is the Sunday
school class.

The Importance of Enrolling in Bible Study
When a person makes a decision for salvation, it happens at a point in time. He or
she becomes a new babe in Christ who is born again as a product of evangelism. But just
as a baby develops and grows for nine months before the moment of birth, so does the
non-Christian grow and prepare for salvation through a pre-conversion process. If we
only think of getting the saved person as an end product, we have terminated the task in
our mind. If the evangelist gives the convert the impression that conversion is only a
“point action,” the new believer subconsciously begins to feel no need to return to the
church or to grow in his or her new faith. A new convert must identify with a primary
group of believers within two weeks of his or her salvation to insure post-conversion
growth.
By stair-stepping a prospect to salvation, some of the bonding process has already
been made. The unsaved person has been successfully led to the Lord Jesus Christ, the
event of the new birth has taken place, and the newborn Christian has formally become a
member of the local church. But the ongoing process of discipline has not been
completed.
Obviously, if a person is saved, he or she has eternal life. But many who do not
continue in Christ were probably never saved in the first place (2 Cor. 13:4). If a lost
person who is only professing salvation (not possessing eternal life) is bonded into a
primary group and continues in the church, he or she will receive continual exposure to
Scripture. Later the person may become converted. In my years of teaching in Christian
colleges, I have led many students to Christ who thought they were previously saved.
Under the continuous influence of a college Bible class they became convicted of their
sin and received Christ.
Jesus commanded, “Go ye therefore and make disciples” (Matt. 28:19). Since a
disciple is a follower of Christ, the new convert must become part of a primary group

where he or she will continue his or her Christian life. Discipleship is contextual.
Someone made the statement, “You can’t be a Christian alone.” He did not mean a
convert had to accept Christ in a group. Each person must accept Christ individually.
But others are involved in sharing Christ with the convert and teaching him or her to
grow in Christ. He or she must become involved in the church and fellowship with other
believers to be strengthened as a Christian. Bob Harrington once said, “Christians are
like bananas. They grow best in bunches.”
To become a disciple, a Christian must follow Christ within the context of his or
her life. Repentance, confession, and a new lifestyle are contextual aspects of
conversion. The most obvious expression of contextual discipleship is expressed in the
larger local church and the small primary group. The new convert must become involved
immediately with a group of believers. It is not just a practical technique to slam the
back door. Group fellowship is absolutely essential to express contextual discipleship.
Discipleship is shepherding. Every new believer needs someone to watch over
his or her soul. This is shepherding (Acts 20:28). The duty of shepherding new believers
is done in Sunday school classes, Bible study groups, service groups, and other small
cells in the church. For normal growth and development, the new Christian must become
settled in or bonded to a primary group (i.e., a Bible study group) in the local church.
That is where he or she will be brought under the ministry of the Word of God which
results in spiritual growth (1 Peter 2:2), victory over sin (Ps. 119:105), answered prayer
(John 15:7), character growth (1 Cor. 3:23), and strengthened faith (Rom. 10:17). The
local church is also where the new Christian will be able to grow through fellowship with
other Christians (Heb. 10:25).

Three Actions That Make Enrolling Techniques Work
Enrolling people in Bible study can be an effective tool in bonding people to a
Bible study group, but enrolling will not work by itself. Any effective enrolling
campaign requires three things. First, specific responsibilities need to be assigned.
Everyone in the class should have one of the “windows of opportunity” assigned to them
and each should have a person who is responsible to see that it is applied. Second, people
need to be held accountable through a reporting mechanism. Everyone should be given
an opportunity to report on his/her attempt to enroll someone in Bible study.
Third, recognition needs to be given to everyone who has attempted as well as
everyone who has accomplished the task of enrolling a person in Bible study.
Because people are different, the means by which they can be effectively enrolled
are different. When Jesus dealt with people, He dealt with each person differently
“because He knew all men ... for He knew what was in man” (John 2:24-25). When He
talked with Nicodemus (John 3:1-15), He used an approach which differed from that He
used with the woman at the well (John 4:7-26). Later, He used a different approach to
address a man by the Pool of Bethesda (John 5:1-15) and yet another when speaking to
the woman caught in the act of adultery (John 8:1-12). In each case, Jesus was effective.

He used an approach that worked for the person He addressed in each particular
circumstance.

Twenty-Four Enrollment Techniques
Just as Jesus used different approaches to communicate with different people, so
we need to use different enrollment techniques to enroll different people in Bible study.
There are many effective enrollment techniques you can use in your Bible study group.
1. Ask the pastor to make sure that when people join the church, they are also enrolled
in Sunday school.
2. Enroll church members who are not enrolled in Sunday school.
3. Enroll people who visit any church service.
4. Enroll relatives.
5. Enroll newly married couples from the church or community.
6. Enroll couples expecting children.
7. Enroll people who have just moved into the community.
8. Enroll through a phone survey.
9. Enroll people who have signed the church guest book.
10. Enroll people by placing “enrollment cards” in the church pew racks.
11. Clip an enrollment card to each prospect card sent out on visitation.
12. Go door-to-door in specific areas around the church to enroll people in Bible study.
13. At special musical programs, VBS programs, Christmas programs, etc., clip
enrollment cards to the program and ask visitors to enroll.
14. Ask the pastor to include an enrollment card with each letter he sends to visitors.
15. Conduct a parent’s enrollment campaign after VBS.
16. Conduct a mail campaign to enroll people in Bible study.
17. Stand at the back of the auditorium and enroll visitors and those who are currently not
in Bible study.
18. Give Sunday school visitors an enrollment card instead of a visitor’s card. If they
know they cannot return, have them scratch out enrollment and write in visitor.

19. Conduct a direct-mail campaign to parents of children who come to Sunday school.
20. Ask people who visit worship services to fill out visitor slips and write “enroll me”
across the top.
21. Make a cookie visit and ask people to enroll in Bible study.
22. Conduct a “yes seeker” campaign in which each member seeks out five people to
invite to enroll in Bible study.
23. Conduct a “sign-up” campaign among class members, asking everyone to actually
enroll people in Bible study.
24. Recognize everyone who was a “yes-seeker” or “sign-up” volunteer and share
experiences of asking people to enroll in Bible study.
The above list is not exhaustive, but demonstrates many ways to enroll people in
Bible study. As you think of specific individuals you would like to enroll in your Bible
study group, you will no doubt think of other effective ways to approach them. Find and
use an approach that works for you, then work that approach to enroll your friends,
relatives, associates, and neighbors in Bible study.

Setting Goals
As you begin to enroll others in Bible study, set individual and group goals. First,
each group member should indicate how many “yes-seekers” they will attempt in the
coming week. Every time a member asks someone to enroll in Bible study, that
invitation is counted as one “yes-seeker.” Then each member should indicate how many
“sign-ups” they will attempt the following week. Every time someone enrolls in Bible
study, that is a “sign-up.” As individual group members share their goals, you can arrive
at a realistic group goal that can be achieved as everyone does their part.

CHAPTER SIX
A Friendly Touch
The traditional Sunday school class resembles an educational institution with
chalkboards, lectern, teaching aids, study booklets for pupils, and a lesson plan for
teachers. This is not wrong, but academics have apparently captured the Sunday school
movement. As Sunday Schools become more academic, many lose their sense of
community, spiritual care, and fellowship. In turning around our Sunday Schools, we
need to rebuild defective networks and work hard at making Sunday school more
relational.
In the past, people joined the church and attended Sunday school much as they
would join any other social organization and attend meetings. Even today, many
churches talk about church membership and Sunday school attendance as though it were
something a person has to do. It is described as an obligation.
People are bonded to a church through relationships in a primary group, i.e., a
Bible study group. They do not enroll in Bible study out of a sense of obligation, but
because of desire. Therefore, we need to turn our Sunday Schools into Bible study
groups. Developing a friendship factor in your Bible study group is an important step to
building a growing adult Bible study ministry.
There are three steps in this bonding process. First, a person must interface with
others in the group. This begins with recognizing the church, relating to the church at
points of communication, and making an initial contact with the church. Later, new
members will be involved in face-to-face interaction in a small group where feelings are
communicated.
The second step in bonding is buying into the group. People come into a church
or Bible study group like they come into a store to make a purchase. The concept of
buying includes need, desire, knowledge, and paying the price. We never buy something
unless we pay the price.
Ownership is the third step in bonding. The concept of buying implies
transferring ownership from the seller to the purchaser. At this stage, an actual transfer
of permission and authority takes place. When a person buys into a church or Bible study
group, he or she not only has permission to be a member, but has authority to receive all
the rights and privileges of membership. Now that person begins describing the church
as “my church” and the Bible study group as “my Bible study group.”

Five Symbols to Make a Friendly Touch Work
The work of building relationships in a Bible study group is foundational to the
bonding process. It is represented in five symbolic acts that produce the “friendly touch”
we are looking for in Sunday school.

The handshake is more than two people pressing flesh. It is a genuine expression
of friendship that involves relationships, communicates a spirit of fellowship (koinonia),
demonstrates an attitude of caring, and gives an opportunity to meet other people. The
glue that holds groups together today is not a lecture or film, but the social interaction
among group members. Groups that are most successful in recruiting and keeping
workers are those, which have an environment that fosters group interaction.
A coffee cup gives an opportunity for people to talk and fellowship about their
daily life (coffee is a symbolic word and could actually be orange juice, hot tea, hot
chocolate, etc.). In North American culture, people tend to interact best over a “cup of
coffee.” It is a tool to develop warmth in the relationships within your group. Schedule
time in your class to allow talking and “catching up” on the news of the week. This
social basis makes teaching more effective.
The nametag offers first-name recognition of every person, making sure they are
on a face-to-face relationship rather than sitting in rows looking at the back of one
another’s head. This means sitting in a circle instead of rows. If the class has over 12
members, it is best to sit around several tables rather than one large circle. Make sure
everyone is in an interactive position with others in the group.
The question and answer (Q&A) session symbolizes pupil involvement in Bible
study. Members must be given an opportunity to ask questions of the teacher and one
another. Everyone needs the opportunity to share and discuss their ideas about the Word
of God and how it relates to their life. Teacher-centered methods like lectures, overhead
projectors, and so forth may still be used to an extent, but the lesson plan should be
constructed around questions that provide the opportunity for interaction between all
class members.
The cookie visit is taking homemade cookies (or fresh baked bread, rolls or cake)
to all new visitors to build friendship and invite them to enroll in Bible study. Too often
the church follow-up visit is seen as a threat. “Soul winners” knock on the door and stay
for an hour or more pressing people to make a decision for Christ or at least join the
church. The brief front-door cookie visit will do more to make people come back where
they will hear the Word of God and eventually receive Jesus Christ as Savior. A cookie
call leaves visitors believing they are welcome and appreciated by someone in the Bible
study group. This act of friendship makes the Bible study more attractive.
What are adults looking for in Sunday school today? Bible study with fellowship.
Your Bible study group may already do a good job in Bible study. Incorporating these
five symbolic acts will help you develop a bonding fellowship in your group.

CHAPTER SEVEN
The Biblical Basis for “Inviting” Evangelism
Most Christians have unsaved friends and believe it is their responsibility to reach
them for Christ. Some do not know how to do it. Others have been exhorted at church to
be soul winners, but are afraid to try because they are not good “salespeople.” They feel
guilty about pressing their friends to make a decision. However, there is one thing they
can do that does not involve pressuring friends to make a decision nor does it create guilt
or embarrassment. They can ask their friends if they are interested in Bible study.
Networking friends, relatives, associates, and neighbors to Christ is an
evangelistic approach that draws people to Christ and the church through meaningful
relationships. This approach has two obvious strengths. First, people become more
receptive to the Gospel and responsive to the church through relationships. Second, those
who accept Christ are more likely to be bonded to the church through the same
relationships.
Christianity is a reflection of relationships. Mankind’s problem is not one of
being maladjusted, irreligious, a non-worshipper or a slothful church attendee. Man’s
problem is sin. He is alienated from God (Eph. 4:17-18; Col. 1:21). The unsaved man
has no relationship with God. Until such a relationship is established, he has no hope of
salvation (Eph. 2:12-13). The key is not going forward, weeping or even repenting of
certain sins. The key is establishing a relationship with God. Repentance and outward
change will follow. Relationships between Christians and non-Christians have proven to
be the most effective means of influencing unsaved people to accept Christ.

Is Inviting People to Bible Study Biblical?
Existing relationships were used effectively for evangelism and discipleship
during the earthly life and ministry of Christ. John the Baptist introduced Andrew, one of
his own disciples, to Jesus (John 1:35-36). Then Andrew introduced his brother, Simon
Peter, to Christ (John 1:41-42). The following day, Jesus found Philip who was a
resident of the same town as Andrew and Simon Peter (John 1:43-44). Friendship played
a part in Philip’s meeting the Savior. Philip then applied the principle of networking by
finding his friend Nathanael and introducing him to Jesus (John 1:45-46).
In retrospect, three things become clear. First, a relationship with God is the
foundation to the Christian faith. Second, human relationships are the most effective way
of opening the door to reach people for Christ. Third, working through existing
relationships or networking people to the Gospel is a biblical approach to evangelism.
This approach can also be the glue that bonds people to church. Newcomers who become
actively involved in Sunday school classes and feel they are a vital part of the class are
usually permanently bonded to the church. Research shows that new converts and
members who do not become involved in a cell group are often lost to other churches or
drop out of church completely.

Some argue that inviting people to Bible study is not a biblical approach to
evangelism. They note that the New Testament church was composed of those who had a
personal relationship with God prior to becoming involved and “none of the rest dared
join them” (Acts 5:13). They argue that believers “were increasingly added” (Acts 5:14).
Therefore, they conclude that people need to be reached for Christ outside the church,
then brought into the church as new Christians.
The phrase “front-door evangelism” is sometimes used to describe reaching
people for Christ by inviting them to an evangelistic event. This is also called “inviting
evangelism” or “event evangelism.” This approach brings people who are receptive to
the Gospel and responsive to the church to a church event like Bible study or Friend Day,
so they can hear the Gospel, see it worked out in the lives of others, and make their
decision for Christ. While this approach to evangelism has become popular in recent
years, there is reason to believe that it was one of the ways people were reached for
Christ in the early New Testament church.
Several incidences in the New Testament indicate that lost people did attend
church services. Writing to the Corinthians, Paul advised the church to think of “those
who are uninformed or unbelievers” who periodically attended church as they considered
what they did in the church service (1 Cor. 14:23).
James, the senior pastor of the church in Jerusalem, recognized the presence of
lost people in church services. When he rebuked Christians for being impressed with the
rich, he talked about the way they treated unsaved people differently on the basis of their
apparent wealth (James 2:23). These rich people are described by James as those who
“blaspheme that noble name by which you are called” (James 2:7). There is little doubt
that these people were unsaved, yet attending a Christian meeting. In the New
Testament, the lost heard the Gospel as it was preached in large public gatherings and in
the marketplace. Communication took place within the community. Non-Christians
were often present when Christians gathered together.

Steps to Inviting Evangelism
The success of reaching people through networking hinges upon vision. This is
nowhere more true than in the task of establishing friendships for the purpose of
evangelism (Prov. 29:18). There must be an accurate vision of the condition of the
unsaved. They are not merely in trouble, they are dead in sin and without hope in the
world (Eph. 2:1). Unless they are brought to repentance and faith in Christ, they will
perish (Luke 13:3-5; Acts 4:12). We must have a vision of what we can do. The task of
evangelism is not impossible. Jesus Christ commanded us to make disciples and
promised to go with us in the task, even to the end of the age (Matt. 28:1920). He
provided tools that do not depend upon our power or ability (Rom 1:16). If we yield to
Him and His plan, God will work in us to accomplish the task (Phil. 2:13). Believers too
often say, “I can’t” or “I quit,” before they even get started. Jesus said, “But you shall
receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be witnesses to Me
in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8).

We need a vision for enrolling people in Bible study as an effective method of
evangelism. Enrolling in Bible study gets people into the Word of God where they will
be drawn to Christ. When Lydia became involved in Bible study with Paul, “the Lord
opened her heart to heed the things spoken by Paul” (Acts 16:14). Later when Paul
preached in Berea, the people “received the word with all readiness, and searched the
Scriptures daily to find out whether these things were so. Therefore, many of them
believed” (Acts 17:11-12). Enrolling your friends, relatives, associates, and neighbors is
an effective means of witnessing to them and bringing them to personal faith in Christ as
Savior.
Begin building redemptive friendships by learning names, smiling, looking
friendly, and showing a sincere interest in others. A person’s name is said to be one of
the most pleasant sounds he or she can hear. Furthermore, saying someone’s name shows
personal interest. Look pleasant—like the kind of person a stranger would want to know.
Be a good listener. Center the conversation around their interests rather than your own.
Talk about things like jobs or professions, sports and hobbies, family interests, vacations
and trips, current news, books, cars, gardening, religious background, etc. Take time to
establish meaningful relationships and build an environment suitable for decision
making.
The warmest climate for building a meaningful relationship may be in your own
home. Christians are exhorted to be hospitable (Rom 12:132). It would be difficult to
convince anyone that you would like to live with them in heaven if they are not welcome
in your earthly home.
New friends become receptive and responsive, as they are included in Christian
group activities. Let your growing relationship with your friend motivate you to enroll
them in Bible study. Because friends care about one another, they want to share with one
another. Therefore, share your Bible study experience with your friends. Be positive.
Build their anticipation of what they will get from Bible study. Invite them to enroll in
and participate in Bible study.
When enrolling people in Bible study, raise and answer objections before they do.
If you know they have problems about coming to Sunday school, raise the issue first and
answer it. When you bring it up and provide an answer before they mention it, your
friends know that you understand and have thought through their situation. Then there is
one less fence to jump or barrier to cross in deciding to attend.

Biblical Examples
The New Testament contains many examples of individuals who invited their
friends to hear the Word of God. The Samaritan woman gathered the people of her city
to meet Jesus (John 4:28-29). One of the first things Matthew did as a new disciple was
hosting a party where his friends could come to meet Jesus (Matt. 9:9-13). The
conversion of Zacchaeus a few years later may have been in part the result of Matthew’s
witness to his former employer (Luke 19:110). Peter (Mark 2:1-12), Lazarus (John 12:1-

11), and Simon the leper (Mark 14:3-9) also had people into their homes to hear Jesus
teach. Even Pharisees gathered together in homes to hear Jesus teach (Luke 14:1).
The Gospel came to Gentiles partially because of a man who enrolled his friends
and family in Bible study. Cornelius was a Roman army officer described as a pious man
who prayed daily and did good works. When he knew Peter was coming to teach the
Word of God, he gathered his friends and family (Acts 10:24). They came ready to
listen. Cornelius told Peter that his family and friends were ready “to hear all the things
commanded you by God” (Acts 10:33). They were ready to accept Christ. Even before
Peter finished explaining the Gospel, “the Holy Spirit fell upon all those who heard the
word”(Acts 10:44).
Enrolling your friends, relatives, associates, and neighbors is both a biblical and
effective way to reach people with the Gospel. As we work together to turn around our
Sunday school, look for people you care about whom should be enrolled in Bible study.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Where Are You on the Stair-Steps?
Not everyone can motivate a person to make a salvation decision, but every
believer can talk to friends about solutions. Every believer can be there to answer
questions that friends have about their doubts and their faith.
I did not become a Christian the first time I heard the Gospel. Even though I grew
up in a church and knew religious terminology, I was not seeking God nor was I
concerned with my eternal destiny.
When I attended a youth rally and saw Christian young people who had
something I did not have, I wanted to be like them. I heard the youth evangelist, Jack
Wyrtzen, preach the Gospel. For the first time, I sensed that I was lost and going to hell.
I did not respond during the invitation, but was no longer satisfied in my sin.
Later, I attended a revival meeting and heard the Gospel again. The speaker
explained that I needed to invite Jesus into my heart to be saved. On July 25, 1950, I did
so.
Gradually, I had come to recognize my need for salvation and took several steps
toward salvation before finally receiving Christ as Savior. Our friends come to Christ the
same way. To be effective in reaching them, we need to recognize the steps they need to
take to be saved.
When people are stair-stepped toward the Gospel, they are not pressured. When
the Gospel is presented with the finality of a “now-or-never” decision and non-Christians
do not accept Christ, they may think they have turned their back on God. As a result,
they may be farther away from God than before they were pressed with the decision.
Like parents helping a young baby walk, Christians should support every step a person
takes toward God. Do not push or rush the person or like the baby, he or she may fall.

Evangelism is both A Process and An Event
Evangelism is too often viewed as an isolated activity. The witness confronts the
unsaved person with the Gospel. This involves proclaiming the Gospel and trying to
persuade the non-Christian to respond positively. Every contact with the prospect is
viewed as an isolated activity. But evangelism is an ongoing process, which includes
both pre-conversion and post-conversion.
Scripture refers to evangelism in terms of “making disciples” (Matt. 28:19).
Evangelism is not painted as a fragmented picture. The biblical approach of making
disciples is neither haphazard nor piecemeal. God clearly gives an ongoing approach to
the task of disciple-making, one that begins with relating to non-Christians where they

are. The process is not complete until the person becomes a mature, productive, and
reproducing member of the body of Christ.
Salvation (the new birth) is an event that occurs during evangelism. Jesus
referred to salvation as a new birth experience (John 3:3, 5). Peter also used the analogy
of birth in reference to salvation (1 Peter 1:23). John indicated that salvation is a birth
experience that begins with faith in Jesus Christ (1 John 5:1). Just as birth is an event, so
salvation is an event.
Salvation is like a light bulb; it is either on or off. The lights may gradually
become brighter or dimmer, but there is a point when they are turned on. Likewise, faith
may gradually grow stronger, but the exercise of saving faith which effects salvation is
always instantaneous.
Evangelism is a process. Just as there are nine months of preparation before a
birth, so there is preparation for salvation before a person’s conversion. This is called
stair stepping or pre-conversion.
After the event of birth in the human life cycle, another process begins. This
process, called postnatal, includes further growth, development, training, and maturing.
In reference to salvation, this process is post-conversion.
HUMAN LIFE CYCLE CHART
Event
Conception

Process
Gestation

Event
Birth

Process
Maturing

Event
Death

Each contact the church makes with non-Christians should move them closer to
acceptance. This is the pre-conversion period of influencing people for Christ. In
Sunday School Enrollment, we call it stair-stepping a person to Christ.
The event of salvation (the new birth) is an indispensable and unalterable part of
the evangelism process. In the human life cycle, the gestation period is sometimes cut
short by a premature live or dead birth. Birth, however, is essential to the completion of
the life cycle. Likewise, stair stepping cannot be complete apart from the salvation of the
non-Christian. Growing Sunday Schools must not lose sight of the new birth experience.
Like the human life cycle, the evangelism process consists of events (pre-conversion,
conversion, post-conversion).
EVANGELISM LIFE CYCLE CHART
Event
Initial
Contact

Process
Stair
Stepping

Event
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Birth

Process
Spiritual
Growth

Event
Rapture
Death

CONVERSION PROCESS
7. I repent of my sin, and accept Christ.
6. I am willing to be saved.
5. I recognize I am reconciled to God through Christ.
4. I realize my sin has alienated me from God.
3. I realize I am a sinner.
2. I know I am responsible to God.
1. I know there is a God.

Stair Stepping People to a Decision for Christ
Stair stepping includes all that is involved in reaching non-Christians where they
are and influencing them to Christ, one step at a time. Asking a person if he or she is
interested in enrolling in Bible study is one step in this process. Your friend may attend
many Bible studies before entering the event of salvation (accepts Christ). He or she may
have to overcome barriers before placing faith in Christ for salvation. These barriers may
be in the form of questions, doubts, lack of knowledge, former experiences that must be
unlearned, misunderstandings, and so on. Try to help them overcome these barriers.
Take time to win a hearing before them. Winning a hearing is winning the person to
Christians, to the church, and to Christ.
Our primary concern in a campaign like Sunday School Enrollment is stairstepping a person to salvation. The following chart illustrates this process from the
perspective of one coming to faith in Christ. The initial contact could be made with a
person at any level. An unsaved person is not required to begin on the first step.
Therefore, stair stepping can begin or end with any of the steps in the process, depending
on various factors including background, desire to learn and know God, and freedom and
willingness to ask questions and receive answers. The decision to trust Christ as Savior is
preceded by many other decisions. Subconsciously, the non-Christian may begin by
asking, “Is there a God?” “Can God be known?” “Can I trust the Bible?” “Can I trust
what people say to me?”
A person’s entry level is usually determined by his or her need. Physical,
financial, family or job problems can motivate someone to enter the stair-stepping
process. Bible study can raise awareness of needs that motivate a person into stair
stepping. The example (lifestyle or verbal) of group members can also motivate a person
into the process.
Stair stepping is both natural and supernatural. Many things bring people to
Christ. They may be drawn by the Father (John 6:37) or the Holy Spirit (John 16:8). The
power of God that brings salvation resides in the Gospel, not in any human program or
scheme (Rom. 1:16). Only the Holy Spirit can convict the sinner (John 16:8ff) and every
possible precaution must be taken to see that no conscious or unconscious attempt is
made to replace spiritual conviction with psychological pressure of human manipulation.

Regardless of human effort, only God can draw sinners to Himself (John 6:44). At the
same time, it is neither logical nor biblical to expect a “God-hater” to be saved without
taking some intermediate steps in his or her understanding and acceptance of the person
of God. Before the person can exercise faith in Christ, he or she must understand the
provision Christ made for his or her redemption (Heb. 11:6).
Non-Christians do not repent and trust Christ until they see their need. So an
individual’s first step toward God is determined by need. As previously stated, that could
be on any step of the stair-stepping process. The important thing is that the process
begins at the sinner’s understanding of the Gospel. Then he or she will proceed toward
salvation.
Most of the time the process begins when a friend contacts a lost person. The
believer usually has some general Bible knowledge, understands the implications of the
Gospel, and has a positive attitude toward both the Gospel and the Christian faith. If the
lost person believes in the existence of God, the believer must begin farther up the stairs
toward conversion.

Your Attitude toward Stair-Stepping
Understanding the goal of evangelism. The vast majority of Christians think
evangelism is a confrontation event rather than a process. They are under the impression
that evangelistic success can only be measured in terms of decisions for Christ. If their
efforts do not produce decisions as quickly as expected, they experience a sense of
failure. The perception of failure then breeds discouragement and they may give up on
witnessing to their most promising friends before the task is completed. A proper
understanding of stair stepping eliminates much of this problem.
Without question, the success of evangelism is the decision of the unsaved to trust
Jesus Christ as personal Savior. But, just as a sinner makes many decisions while being
stair-stepped to the Gospel, there are many levels of successes in the process of sharing
Christ with a friend. For example, a young man chooses boxing because he sees an
Olympic gold medal as the height of success. However, there must be many successes
before he achieves the Olympic gold. Before he can ever compete in the Olympics, he
must first win the local competition, the state, the regional, the national, and ultimately
the Olympic trials. Success, whether in sports or evangelism, is reaching goals which
stair-step people toward the ultimate objective. When initial contact is made with an
unbeliever, the ultimate goal is to see him or her become a mature Christian. The
immediate goal is to see him or her move one step closer to salvation. Each time the
person progresses from one step to the next, there is success.
Witnessing goals must be realistic. The ultimate objective of introducing nonChristians to Jesus Christ must be broken down into realistic goals. Christians must stairstep non-Christians toward Christ in steps small enough for them to follow (Isa. 28:10).
Too often, Christians try to bring every unsaved friend to Christ in a single leap. If the
friends are not responsive/receptive, Christians feel they have failed, they do not feel
useful to God, and may become discouraged because no decision was made. Remember

that an adult can easily climb two or three steps at a time, but teaching small children
requires taking one step at a time.
Measure success in terms of moving people closer to a decision for Christ.
Understanding the nature of success and setting realistic goals provides a means of
constantly evaluating the process of evangelism. Each time a goal is reached success can
be measured in terms of the progress that has been made toward the ultimate goal of
bringing a person to Christ.
One way to recognize success in outreach is to look at solutions from the
prospect’s perspective. First, see their problems and solve them. Then, hear their
questions and answer them. Be ready to share the Gospel at any time and lead them to
Christ, but be willing to take them toward that goal one step at a time. Stair-stepping
enables Christians to concentrate on winning the winnable while they are winnable by
either sharing their faith to make non-Christians more receptive or by bringing a prepared
person to a decision of salvation. In either case, progress is made.

Conclusion
Stair stepping is a systematic and natural approach of bringing people to Christ.
The key to getting started is determining where your prospect is in relationship to God.
Then, you can determine what entry level to take in witnessing to him or her. Once a
relationship is formed, the process of evangelism is a matter of stair-stepping the person
toward faith in Christ.

TEACHING OUTLINE
LESSON ONE
Turning around Attitudes
Materials Needed
1.

One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.

2.

One survey questionnaire for each member in your Bible study group.

Study Goals
1.

To identify existing negative attitudes toward adult involvement in Sunday
school,

2.

To identify ways to turn around negative attitudes and make Sunday
School more attractive to adults.

3.

To emphasize the importance of Bible study and fellowship in Sunday
school.

Step One - Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and the following
outline
Step Two - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON ONE
Turning Around Attitudes
A.

Six negative attitudes that hurt Sunday School.
1.

The first visit by strangers is no longer to the Sunday School but to the
worship service. Research reveals the reasons people come to Sunday
School.
a.

Friendship/Fellowship. Those who start attending Sunday

School come looking to meet people or a friend brought
them.

2.

3.

b.

Need. People come looking for help.

c.

Topic. People are interested in the Bible topic and come
because of context.

d.

Teacher. People attend because they like or identify with
the teacher.

e.

Method of Teaching. People attend because they like the
teaching methods.

The Sunday School is no longer the “window of entry into church
membership.
a.

During the fifties most new members came into church
through the Sunday School.

b.

Today, most new members come into church membership
because of the worship service.

The name Sunday School has become a barrier word to the unchurched.
a.

Outsiders attach to the name Sunday School:
1. Babysitting.
2. Gimmicks such as contests and prizes.
3. Out-of-date teaching methods.
They don’t see it as a place of Bible study.

b.
4.

5.

6.

Those inside the church accept the name Sunday School.

The Sunday School is associated primarily with children.
a.

Associated with preparing children for church membership.

b.

For those not old enough to attend worship.

Sunday School is lecture drive or program driven, not people driven.
a.

Youth use the term sermon negatively. (Don’t “preach” to
me.).

b.

Sunday School is teacher centered, not pupil centered.

Sunday School is not relevant to the lives of its pupils.

a.

The application of the Bible to life seems more like a
“moralism” than something that works.

b.

The Sunday School doesn’t meet the needs of its pupils.

B. Turning around these six negative attitudes
1.

2.

3.

4.

First, target people who attend only worship.
a.

The command to “study” the Word of God.

b.

The outward expression (worship) is based on an inner
experience (Bible study).

Create a new “window of entry” into the Sunday School.
a.

Not a contest where people feel manipulated.

b.

Not a big day to break attendance.

c.

Create a continuing relationship that will build up the
prospect.

Begin using the title Bible Study rather than Sunday School.
a.

Bible study describes what you do.

b.

Young adults use functional titles rather than traditional
titles.

Think adults.
a.

Over 51 percent of Sunday School members are adults.

b.

A strong adult program:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.

Enlist prayer support,
Enlist leadership for the church,
Enlist a financial base,
Adults bring children and youth,
Adults can better reach other adults.

Move to Bible study rather than lectures.
a.

Young adults want participatory classes where they talk,
laugh , cry, feel at ease, and experience the Word of God.

b.
6.

E.

Young adults don’t want an authority figure but a
discussion leader.

Bible study leads to practical application.
a.

Young adults want functional lessons on the Bible, “Help
me in my life and I will come to your Bible study on
Sunday.”

b.

Lectures and authority figures tend to moralize when
applying the Bible.

c.

When adults discuss the Bible, they try to put themselves
into situations they discuss.

Group Discussion
1.

What does the title “Bible Study” mean to you?

2.

What could you get from “Bible Study” that you don’t get from the
present format of Sunday School?

3.

How can “Bible Study” make the Word of God more practical to your
life?

Step Four-Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a
context of someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were
applied by Jesus as He talked with the Samaritan woman at sychar’s well (John 4:1-42).
Read that passage of Scripture and use the following questions to guide your discussion.
1.

What were the natural barriers between Jesus and the woman?

2.

What steps did Jesus take to overcome those barriers?

3.

What were the results when Jesus removed the barriers?

Step Five -Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1.

Survey the class to find why people come to Sunday morning “Bible
Study” (Your pastor may have provided you with printed questionnaires
from page 131, Promotion). Ask the following questions and have each

member rate their response on a scale of 1 to 3 (1 = very important; 2 =
average importance; 3 not very important).
Why do you attend Sunday morning Bible study?
 To be with friends/to have fellowship.
 To get spiritual help.
 Interested in the topic.
 Enjoy the teacher.
 Like the teaching method (video, Q & A, etc.)
2.

Brainstorm: What will make our class more exciting?

3.

Brainstorm: What will make our room more appealing?

LESSON TWO
Working from the Strengths of Sunday School
Materials Needed
1.

2.
3.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.
Three FRANS Search Cards for each member in your Bible study group
(see Promotion).

Study Goals
1.

To identify four widely-held wrong assumptions about Sunday School
outreach.

2.

To identify four strengths of Sunday School that can become the basis of
an outreach strategy.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson two, “Working from the
Strengths of Sunday School.” This segment correlates with chapter two in
the worktext.

2.

Ask group members to give attention to (1) four wrong assumptions about
Sunday School outreach and (2) four factors that can turn Sunday School
outreach around to make it more effective.

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline
Step Three - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON TWO
Outline
A.

Four wrong assumptions about Sunday School outreach
1.

2.

The high attendance day builds Sunday School.
a.

Too often we look at visitors as prospects to be “sold” on a
decision rather than as people who are important and can make a
contribution as friends.

b.

With one big attendance day and little follow-up, attendance
usually falls back to normal the next week. People become
discouraged because they measure enthusiasm by an attendance
standard that can’t be reached week after week.

Visitors should be “pressed” to make a decision for Christ, then and there
a.

Visitors are treated as customers who are coming to a store to be
“sold” on salvation or joining the church. Sunday School should
be a place where people can ask honest questions and explore
Christianity.

b.

3.

4.

B.

Visitors are not treated as “thinking persons” who have questions
that need answers or whose opinions are valued, hence they are
not accepted as real persons or friends, but as “prospects.”

Evangelistic outreach is centered on strangers who are primarily unknown
to church members, because it is easier to get decisions from those never
seen again.
a.

The most affective evangelism in the New Testament is with
FRANS (Friends, Relatives, Associates, and Neighbors).

b.

Class members are not expected to get decisions, but to be friends
with visitors as they study the Bible together.

c.

Friends don’t press their friends to make decisions before they are
ready. They usually support their decision-making process; but
nevertheless remain friends no matter what decision is made.

Guilt rather than love is used to motivate Christians to witness for Christ
or to get lost people to accept Christ.
a.

Christians feel threatened because they are not emotionally
equipped nor personally motivated to press others for decisions to
convert.

b.

Rather than being an effective motivation to witness, guilt becomes
counterproductive, making Christians feel more guilty for not
witnessing, and making them more withdrawn from the others they
should reach. As a result, guilt builds barriers between Christians
and class members, rather than opening people up to visitors.

Four factors that make Sunday School Enrollment more effective
1.

The Law of Three Hearings. People make a “bonding’ decision to Christ
and the church after they visit and hear the Gospel 3.4 times (statistics
based on research by Flavil Yakely).

2.

3.

a.

When visitors attend Bible study for several occasions, the Holy
Spirit works in conviction, and the Word works in their heart
toward regeneration. Their decision for Christ produces genuine
new birth. They do not only become professing church members.

b.

The visitor sees the indwelling Christ and identifies with the
Christian lifestyle of believers. Hence they are not just learning
Christian words or making a decision, they are receiving a person
(Christ) who is real to them.

Stair-stepping people to Christ involves the Law of the Seven Touches in
which we reach out and visit or minister to people at this point of need or
interest. There are certain things a person must know about God,
salvation, and himself before conversion. This involves pre-conversion
ministry.
a.

Give people the opportunity to ask questions and express their
frustrations in a Bible study with fellowship.

b.

Most strangers are not ready to make the initial decision of
salvation when first presented with the plan of salvation because
they have too many questions. If they have reservations or
questions when they decide for Christ, they have not fully trusted in
Him.

c.

To stair-step people to salvation, they must trust the “soulwinner,”
trust Christianity, and trust enough to take the simple step of faith
in Christ.

d.

Just as it takes nine months to form life in the womb before the
actual moment of birth, so it takes a pre-conversion strategy of
stair-stepping a person to Christ.

e.

However, some people take all the steps and simply accept Christ
the first time they hear the message. They may have already been
prepared to be saved by the Holy Spirit or the message brought
them along quickly.

Target FRANs (Friends, Relatives, Associates, and Neighbors).
a.

FRANS are the most reachable people. They are those who are
familiar with people who already attend Sunday School.

b.

FRANS have the fewest barriers to the culture of the church and its
sociological lifestyles, hence they have the fewest barriers to
becoming a Christian.

4.

E.

Emphasize disciple-making, Testament expression of evangelism.
a.

The act of “decision” for Christ is found in “disciple-making,”
such as Matthew deciding to leave the tax table and the fishermen
deciding to leave their nets.

b.

Disciple-making includes the process of following Christ after a
decision for Him, “follow me and I will make your a fisher of
men.”

c.

Disciple-making emphasizes a relationship with Christ, i.e.,
knowing Him, becoming like Him, learning about Him, talking to
Him - following Him with our lifestyle.

Group Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of a high attendance day?
What happens when we press our visitors to make a decision when they
first attend?
What happens if we don’t press for a decision?
What is the most effective way to win our friends to Christ?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context
of someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied by
Jesus as He gathered His disciples (John 1:35-41). Read the Scripture passage and use
the following questions to guide your discussion.
1.

What were the existing social networks between the various individuals
mentioned in this passage before they became disciples?

2.

How did Jesus respond to each individual as they began to express
interest?

3.

How long did Jesus take to stair-step these disciples into a deeper
commitment to Himself (cf. John 21:125)?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.

1.

Brainstorm: With what type of unchurched people do you have the easiest
time sharing your faith?

2.

Brainstorm: What type of unchurched people have been the easiest for
your church to reach and “bond” into church fellowship?

3.

Ask each group member to share reasons they began attending your
church.

4.

Distribute three FRANS Search Cards (which should be printed from page
137, Promotion) to each group member and encourage them to complete
them this week with the names of friends, relatives, associates, and
neighbors who can be approached for enrollment in Bible study.

LESSON THREE
Recycling Sunday School Enrollment

Materials Needed
1.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).

2.

One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.

3.

Three FRANS Search Cards for each member in your Bible study group
(see Promotion, page 137).

Study Goals
1.

To understand why Sunday School Enrollment died out and what
happened to Sunday School as a result.

2.

To learn how recycling Sunday School Enrollment can help your Bible
study group grow.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.

2.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson three, “Recycling
Sunday School Enrollment.” This segment correlates with chapter three in
the worktext.
Ask group members to give attention to (1) why enrollment died out and
(2) how enrolling people in Bible study will change your Bible study
group.

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline

Step Three - Group Discussion

Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON THREE
Outline
There is strength in Sunday School enrollment. When enrollment is emphasized,
members feel loyal to the class and feel deeper responsibility to one another. When
enrollment is properly used, there is a deeper loyalty on the part of the class leadership
for spiritual care for these in the class by visiting them when absent or in trouble. Also,
all class members become part of the team and feel a responsibility to take their part in
team ministry.
When the class has Bible Study instead of a lecture, everyone becomes responsible for
leading, discussion, and involvement. The class becomes more exciting and a necessary
event for everyone.

A.

Why Sunday School enrollment died out
1.

2.

3.

In the past, Sunday Schools emphasized the credibility of attendance
rather than the social networking that came from enrollment.
a.

Churches and denominations stopped measuring growth by
enrollment.

b.

Churches and denominations stopped reporting enrollment
membership as a valid measure of growth.

c.

Classes stopped emphasizing enrollment when church leadership
no longer felt it was important.

d.

When the commitment of enrollment began to disappear, so did
class belongingness and social cohesion.

Many felt that enrollment was a falsely bloated record since many enrollees
didn’t attend regularly.
a.

There was a past effort to pair the roll down to those who actually
attended, rather then using the roll as a pool from which to draw
prospects or visitors.

b.

Attendance began to die because marginal members (those on the
roll) were neglected.

c.

The enrollment ‘window of entry” was lost to the Sunday School,
hence outreach was limited to fewer ways to reach people.

d.

Enrolling new members was not emphasized because all energy
was placed on attendance.

The emphasis stronger Bible teaching grew while the social factors of
interaction and accountability declined with the de-emphasis of
enrollment.
a.

The need for strong Bible teaching was evident, but not at the
expense of loyalty to the class and one another.

b.

The shift to stronger Bible teaching subtly pushed the Sunday
School toward a more respectable academic emphasis, but the
spiritual watch-care of the teacher over pupils was lost, as well as
the social interaction that produced excitement, enjoyment, and a
hunger for practical application.

4.

The role of the teacher shifted toward lecture content, and presentation
while the teacher’s role of shepherding, caring and spiritual oversight was
neglected.
a.

Since the focus of the class determines the way teachers carry out
their responsibilities, when “excellence in Bible teaching” became
the focus, the role of spiritually caring for pupils declined.

b.

While Bible teaching was commendable, attendance could not be
sustained only by excellence in instruction, so pupil’s needs were
not fulfilled and attendance declined.

B.
Sunday School Enrollment can reverse the Sunday School slide in
attendance
1.

2.

Pupils take responsibility for the class. When pupils are enrolled in
Sunday School, they are obligated to their class for their stewardship of
time, talent, and treasures.
a.

Enrollment implies that class members are responsible for the
spiritual health of their class.

b.

Enrollment means pupils have an obligation for following up on
absentees in the class.

c.

Enrollment means people can come into the church through a new
“window of entry.”

The class is responsible for the newly enrolled pupil.
a.

Since the class has taken an obligation for the spiritual growth of
each member, it must prepare a balanced curriculum for spiritual
growth.

b.

Since attendance is one reflection of spiritual health, there is
responsibility to determine why a member is absent and to get him
or her back or minister to the need that is keeping him or her out.

c.

Since the class has taken an obligation for the spiritual health of
each member, it must provide counseling and help for hurting
members.

d.

Every newly enrolled member is a class member and has
responsibility for class leadership and ministry (shared problemsolving, shared decision-making, and shared goal-setting).

C.
Sunday School Enrollment can create loyalty to the class and
church
1.

a.

When people are enrolled in Sunday School, they consider the
members friends and certain barriers to attendance are taken down.

b.

Enrollment means the choice for Sunday attendance has already
been made. Enrolled members will get up on Sunday morning
expecting to attend Bible study.

D.
Enrolling people for Bible study is a biblical approach to reaching
FRANS
1.

E.

a.

Some believe that enrolling in Sunday School was an American
Plan.

b.

Others believe that enrolling people in Sunday School gives some
people a false sense of salvation (i.e. belonging to the church).

c.

Still others think it is a means to artificially expand numbers, since
not all enrolled members attend.

d.

However, Cornelius brought his FRANs to hear the Word of God
(see chapter 7).

Group Discussion
1.

Past: What has your Sunday School’s attitude been toward enrollment?

2.

Present: What must happen to get your Sunday School excited about an
enrollment campaign?

3.

Future: What will happen to your Sunday School if enrollment becomes
an effective tool to reach people?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context
of someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied by
Jesus and Philip when they used an Old Testament expression to enroll disciples (Ps.
66:5; John 1:39, 46). Read the Scripture passage and use the following questions to
guide your discussion.

1.
2.
3.

What was initially implied by the expression ‘come and see” when it was
used in the Old Testament?
How did Jesus and Philip effectively use this expression in gathering
disciples?
How can we use a similar appeal today to enroll people into Bible study?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Collect the FRANS Search Cards which were distributed last week.
Have the class members pray for each person suggested on the cards
(unless the person is visiting today - you don’t want to embarrass or
offend them). Pray that God will help your group reach others already
named and help you identify others you could reach. Ask group members
to pray for their FRANS during the week.
Distribute additional FRANS Search Cards (see Promotion, page 137) to
group members and ask them to list others they may be able to enroll in
Bible study.
Ask group members to prepare for next week’s lesson by thinking of ideas
of how they can enroll people in Bible study.

LESSON FOUR
How to Enroll a Person in Bible Study
Materials Needed
1.
2.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if optional
video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible study
group.

Study Goals
1.
2.

To distinguish between various kinds of contacts in Sunday School outreach.
To discover how to enroll a person in Bible study.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)

1.
2.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson four, “How to Enroll a Person in
Bible Study.” This segment correlates with chapter four in the worktext.
Ask group members to give attention to (1) the difference between contacting
absentees, calling on the unchurched/unsaved and enrollment calls, (2) the cookie
visit, (3) using the phone to enroll people, and (4) using the mail to enroll people.

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline
Step Three - Group Discussion

Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.
1.
Why are some people reluctant to invite their FRANS to Sunday School?
2.
How can their reluctance be overcome?
3.
What approach is easiest for you?

LESSON FOUR
Outline
A.

Assumptions in approaching people
1.

There are three kinds of contacts: contacting absentees to get them back
(shepherding), soulwinning to lead people to Christ, and contacting
prospects to enroll them in Bible study.
a.
Sunday School Enrollment is not centered on soulwinning
contacts.
b.

Sunday School Enrollment is not a program to contact absentees.

c.

Sunday School Enrollment is a campaign to enroll people in Bible
Study where they will likely come to know Christ.

2.
(should

Know your purpose. Contacts with absentees will get the most results
be 80% of your contacts), followed by contacts with prospects to enroll in
Bible study (should be 15% of your contacts), and contacts with a view of
soulwilling (should be 5% of your contacts).

3.

B.

Ask, “Are you interested in enrolling in Bible study?” Many will answer
with an excuse. Don’t argue or press for a decision, just say “Thank you,
I’m looking for people who are interested.”
a.

By getting off the subject, timid class members do not feel rebuffed
or rejected.

b.

By a polite response, no barriers are built for the next person who
talks to them about Christianity.

c.

By a polite response, they may open up to a conversation about
Bible study.

Approaching people
1.

2.

How to enroll a person in Bible study through a cookie visit.
a.

Sharing. Offering homemade cookies (cake, pie, or any baked
goods) is offering a part of your life.

b.

Don’t Go In. The purpose is to make friends and make them want
to return to Bible study.

c.

Remind. Point out the fun, interaction or application from last
Sunday’s lesson.

d.

Approach. “Are you interested in enrolling in Bible study with
us?”

How to enroll a person in Bible study through a phone contact . Before
calling, write an outline of what you plan to say.
a.
b.
c.

“Hello, I’m (name).”
“I’m from (name of church).”
Identify why you are contacting them.

(1)

“Your friend (name of friend) gave me your name and said you
might be interested in Bible study...”

3.

C.

(2)

“You are a member of our church but not enrolled in Bible study. I
thought you might be interested in our Bible study...”

(3)

“Your children attend our Sunday School and I thought you might
also be interested in an exciting Bible study...”

(4)

“I see from the records that you attended our church for (name of
event) and I thought you might be interested in Bible study...”

(5)

“We understand you are not attending church anywhere and
wondered if you might be interested in our Bible study...”

How to enroll people in Bible study through the mail.
a.

People will probably not throw away your letter unopened. They
will read it.

b.

The letter should promise another contact, i.e. a phone call or visit.

c.

The letter should promise excitement, meeting friends, and
involvement.

d.

The letter should be handwritten. They will think a typed letter
from a computer is very impersonal.

e.

The letter should be the beginning of a contact, not the final touch.

f.

Remember, it takes 7 touches to bring a person to the church, so
don’t expect too much from one or two letters.

Discussion
1.

Why are some people reluctant to invite their FRANS to Sunday School?

2.

How can their reluctance be overcome?

3.

What approach is easiest for you?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a
context of someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were
applied by Jesus as He sought to enroll various individuals (Matt. 4:19; 8:22, 9:9; 19:21;

John 1:43; 21:19). Read the Scripture verses and use the following questions to guide
your discussion.
1. What were some reasons the people to whom Jesus talked may have considered
becoming disciples?
2. What were some reasons those to whom Jesus talked may not have decided to
become disciples?
3. What do you think prompted each individual involved to respond to Jesus as he
did?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1. Collect new FRANS Search Cards from group members.
2. Have each person tell the most effective techniques) for reaching their prospects.
2. Ask each member to set a goal for contacting prospects during the week.
4. Give assignments for writing, phoning, or contacting prospects (visits should be
made within two days).
5. Set a class goal based on individual goals for contacting prospects this week.
Ask group members to report on the results next week.
6. Have prayer for both prospects and class members. Ask the class to pray for one
another.

LESSON FIVE
“Windows of Opportunity”
to Enroll People in Bible Study
Materials Needed

1.
2.
3.
4.

Study Goals

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.
Chalkboard, flip chart or overhead projector to list windows of
opportunity.
All the completed FRANS Search Cards you have collected during the
campaign.

1.
2.

To discover three actions that will make enrolling effective.
To identify various enrollment techniques that can be used by your Bible
study group.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.
2.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson five, “Windows of
Opportunity.” This segment correlates with chapter five in the worktext.
Ask group members to give attention to (1) three actions that make
enrolling work, (2) twenty-four enrollment techniques, and (3) the
difference between “yes-seekers” and “sign-ups.”

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline

Step Three - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON FIVE
Outline
A.
Three actions that will make the enrolling techniques more
effective:
1.

Assignment. Everyone in the class should have one of the “windows of
opportunity” assigned to them and each should have a person responsible to see
that it is applied.
a.

Examples of windows: phoning, mailing, cookie visits, absenteeism
visits, etc.

2.

Reporting. Everyone should be given an opportunity to report on his/her attempt
to enroll someone in Bible study.

3.

Recognition. Share what has worked. Give recognition to everyone who has
attempted and to everyone who has accomplished the task of enrolling a person
in Bible study.

B.

Twenty-four enrollment techniques:
1.

When people join the church they are automatically enrolled in the Sunday
School.

2.

Enroll current church members who are not enrolled in Bible study.

3.

Enroll visitors to the church service.

4.

Enroll relatives.

5.

Enroll newly married couples from your church or community.

6.

Enroll couples who are expecting children.

7.

Enroll people who are new in the neighborhood.

8.

Enroll through a phone survey.

9.

Enroll people who have signed the church guest book.

10.

Enroll people by placing enrollment cards in church pew racks.

25.

Clip an enrollment card to each prospect card sent out on visitation.

12.

Go door to door in specific areas around the church to enroll people in
Bible study.

13.

At special musical programs, Vacation Bible School programs, Christmas
programs, and so forth, clip enrollment cards to the program and ask
visitors to enroll.

14.

Ask the pastor to include an enrollment card with each letter he sends to
visitors.

15.

Conduct a parents enrollment campaign after VBS.

16.

Conduct a mail campaign to enroll people in Bible study.

17.

Stand at the back of the auditorium and enroll visitors or members who are
not already in Bible study.

18.

Give Sunday School visitors an enrollment card instead of a visitor card .
If they know they cannot return, have them mark through enrollment and
write in visitor.

C.

D.

19.

Conduct a direct-mail campaign to parents of children who come to
Sunday School.

20.

Ask people who fill out visitor slips in church to write “enroll me” across
the top.

22.

Conduct a “yes-seeker” campaign in which each member seeks out five
people to invite to enroll in Bible study.

23.

Conduct a “sign-up” campaign in which class members actually enroll
people in Bible study.

24.

Recognize everyone who was a yes-seeker or signup volunteer and share
experiences of asking people to enroll in Bible study.

Setting goals
1.

Set a goal for how many “yes-seekers” you will attempt the coming week.
Every invitation extended to a person who is not already a class member is
counted as one “yes-seeker.”

2.

Determine how many “sign-ups” you will attempt in the coming week. A
sign-up is when someone enrolls in Bible study.

Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What “windows of opportunity” do you feel will be easiest to do?
Which will be most effective? Why?
Which ‘windows of opportunity” do you believe will be most difficult to
do?
Why?
Can your relationship with prospects be natural and productive if names
and goals are assigned?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context of
someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied by
Jesus in approaching different people in various ways (John 3:1-15; 4:7-26; 5:1-15; 8:112). Read the Scripture passages and use the following questions to guide your
discussion.
1.
How did the kind of person Jesus was addressing impact His choice of
approach?

2.
How did that person’s individual circumstances impact His choice of
approach?
3.
Which of these approaches would work best among your friends, relatives,
associates, and neighbors?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1. Brainstorm to add additional windows of opportunity to the 24 suggested ones.
2. Discuss how the newly suggested windows of opportunity might be best applied
to your class.
3. List all the windows of opportunity on the chalkboard, flip chart or overhead.
Ask for volunteers to work with each window of opportunity. Write the names
of those volunteering for each.
4. Read the names of prospective class members collected on the FRANS Search
Cards (unless the person is visiting the class today). Discuss which window of
opportunity would be most effective with each. Assign them accordingly.
5. Ask group members to report on enrollment efforts this week.
6. Have special prayer for newly enrolled members.
7. Ask group members to prepare for next weeks discussion by thinking of ways
they can make their Bible study group more friendly.

LESSON SIX
A Friendly Touch
Materials Needed
1.
2.
3.
4.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.
Chalkboard, flip chart or overhead projector to list windows of
opportunity.
All the completed FRANS Search Cards you have collected during the
campaign.

Study Goals
1.
2.

To understand the bonding process (how people become a part of the
church).
To recognize five symbolic acts that will help your Bible study group
develop warmer relationships.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson six, “A Friendly
Touch.” This segment correlates with chapter six in the worktext.
Ask group members to give attention to (1) the five symbols of friendship
identified by Dr. Towns and (2) how each symbol can enhance the quality
of your Bible study group.

2.

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline

Step Three - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON SIX
Outline
A.

Five symbols to make the friendly touch work:
1.

Handshake or “open hand of fellowship.” This means fellowship and
kononia. The glue to hold the class together is not a lecture or film, but
rather the social interaction among class members.

2.

Coffee cup. This means scheduling time in the class to allow talking and
“catching up” on the news of the week. Whereas some teachers may think
this is wasted time, it is the social basis to make teaching more effective.

3.

Name Tags. people knowing one another. Cllass members are on a firstname basis and should sit where they can see other people face to face.
This does not mean one large circle if the class has over 12 members, in
which case they can sit around several tables. Everyone should be in an
interactive position with some others from the class.

4.

Q&A. The lesson plan should be constructed around questions with
opportunity for everyone to interact with the discussion leader and with

one another. The Lord was a master teacher and asked many questions in
teaching others.
5.

B.

Cookie visits . All first-time visitors should get a two-minute front-door
visit the following week. As a friendly gesture, take fresh-made cookies,
bread or rolls along with an enrollment card to thank them for visiting,
welcome them back, and invite them to enroll in Bible study.

Discussion
1.
2.
3.

Share what you feel are the friendliest things about your class.
Do you think the class learn, grasp, and apply as much Bible by group
discussion as it can by lecture?
Will there be more or less loyalty to the class if group discussion is used?
Why?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context of
someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied by
Jesus as He enrolled disciples through using relationships (John 1:39; 21:12). Read the
Scripture verses and use the following questions to guide your discussion.
1. How did Jesus put people at ease as He talked to them about discipleship?
2. How did the way Jesus invited people make them want to respond?
3. How do you think Jesus would express His genuine concern to your friends,
relatives, associates, and neighbors today?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the following
assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1. Brainstorm about the barriers to friendliness in your group. Some may identify
personal items about which they feel strongly, but that do not represent the
general opinion of the class. List every suggestion anyway, then discuss how
group effort can make a difference.
2. Give everyone an opportunity to share their experiences in attempting “yesseekers” (those who were asked if they are interested in Bible study) and “signups” (those who enrolled).
3. If not done previously, plan to make a cookie visit to every prospective class
member this week. Include all people who have been identified as potential
Bible study enrollees.
4. Have prayer for prospective members as well as current members. Ask the class
to pray for one another during the week.

LESSON SEVEN
The Biblical Basis for “Inviting” Evangelism
Materials Needed
1.
2.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.

Study Goals
1.
2.

To determine if ‘inviting” evangelism is a biblical approach to reaching
people.
To identify steps to effectively using inviting evangelism.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.

2.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson seven, “The Biblical
Basis for ‘Inviting’ Evangelism.” This segment correlates with chapter
seven in the worktext.
Ask group members to give attention to (1) biblical evidence that unsaved
people were invited to church, (2) the steps to effectively inviting someone
to church, and (3)how Cornelius used this approach to bring the Gospel to
Gentiles.

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline

Step Three - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON SEVEN
Outline

A.
Most Christians have unsaved friends and know it is their
responsibility to reach them for Christ
1.

Some don’t know how and others are afraid to try.
a.

B.

There is one thing they can do that does not pressure, guilt or
embarrassment that is, ask friends if they are interested in Bible
study.

Is inviting people to Bible study biblical?
1.

The phrase “Front-Door Evangelism also means “inviting evangelism” or
“event evangelism.”

2.

“Side-Door Evangelism” evangelism is done through relationships,
recreation, Bible study ... methods that bring people into the church where
they can get saved.
a.
(1)
(2)
(3)

3.

Three steps in side-door evangelism:
Win the person to you, the Christian (cook i.e., visit).
Win the person to the church.
Win the person to Christ.

In the New Testament, lost people attended church services.
If therefore the whole church came together into one place ... and there
come in those that are unlearned or unbelievers (1 Cor. 14:23).
For if there come unto your assembly a man with a gold ring, in godly
apparel ... ye have respect to him ... and say to him, sit thou here in a good
place (James 2:2-3). (Also see James 2:6-7).

4.

C.

The lost heard preaching.
a.

In public gatherings.

b.

In marketplaces.

c.

Communication took place within the community.

Steps in inviting evangelism:

1.

Be convinced of your method to reach people. Believe that enrolling in
Bible study will get people into the Word of God where they will be
saved.
a.

D.

E.

Methods must be adapted to the needs of the people.

2.

Be sure of your relationship. Because friends love, they want to share.

3.

Be up-front with your motives. Tell them they will be involved in Bible
study with a great group of people.

4.

Be positive. Build their anticipation of what they will get from Bible
study.

5.

Raise and answer objections before they do. If you know they have
problems about coming to Sunday School, raise the issue first and answer
it. If they raise the objection first, you are at a disadvantage.

A biblical example: Cornelius invited friends to Bible study
1.

Cornelius, a Roman army officer, was pious, prayed daily, and did good
works.

2.

He gathered family and friends to hear the Word of God (Acts 10:24).

3.

They came ready to listen (Acts 10:33).

4.

They were ready to be saved.

Discussion

1.
2.
3.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of FrontDoor Evangelism?
What must class members do to make Bible Study more effective?
How was Cornelius effective in helping prepare people to believe in Jesus
Christ?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context of
someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied by
Matthew and Cornelius in inviting their friends to hear the Gospel (Matt. 9:9-13; Acts

10:24-48). Read the Scripture verses and use the following questions to guide your
discussion.
1. What kind of people gathered at the invitation of the host?
2. What was the teacher’s response to those gathered?
3. What was the people’s response to the teacher?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1. Evaluate your efforts to enroll people in Bible study to this point. Discuss and
total the number of “yes-seekers” and “sign-ups” received as well as attendance
increase and positive changes in your Bible study group during the campaign.
2. Ask several people to share their cookie visit experiences.
3. Identify the prospective members who are most “reachable” and plan the best
means to ‘reach the reachable.”
4. Assign outreach contacts (cookie visits, letters, phone calls, etc.)
5. Pray for the faithfulness of newcomers and class members and for God to help
the group influence the people they are attempting to reach.

LESSON EIGHT
Where Are You on the Stair-Steps?
Materials Needed
1.
2.

Videocassette player, monitor, and Sunday School Enrollment video (if
optional video is used).
One copy of lesson handouts for this lesson for each member in your Bible
study group.

Study Goals
1.
2.

To understand conversion in the context of both a process and event.
To understand evangelism in the context of both a process and event.

Step One (if not showing the video, skip to Step Two)
1.

Before your session begins, cue the tape to lesson eight, “Where Are You
on the Stair-Steps.” This segment correlates with chapter eight in the
worktext.

2.

Ask group members to give attention to (1) the steps a person takes in
becoming converted, (2) what causes people to come to God for salvation,
and (3) how stairstepping should impact our attitude toward evangelism,

Step Two - Show Tape or Teach Lesson based on audiotape, worktext, and
the following outline
Step Three - Group Discussion
Lead your group in a discussion of the lesson in the context of your Sunday
School/Bible study group. Use the following outline that includes information from
lesson handouts (with answers filled in) as well as additional points (in italics) and
questions to guide your study.

LESSON EIGHT
Outline
Not everyone can lead a friend to decide to get saved (accept Christ). In fact, the
thought of pressing for a decision scares the average Christian. But every believer can
talk to friends about solutions and can be there to answer questions friends may have
about their faith and doubts.

A.

Understand that evangelism is both a process and an event
1.

2.

Salvation is an event (John 3:3, 5).
a.

Salvation is like a lightbulb - it is on or off.

b.

Salvation is like a birth - the event happens at a specific time, but
there is nine months of preparation before the birth.

Evangelism is a process.
HUMAN LIFE-CYCLE CHART

Event
Conception

Process
Gestation

Event
Birth

Process
Maturing

Event
Death

a.

Asking a person, “Are you interested in enrolling in Bible study?”
is one step in the process of bringing someone to salvation. You
are bringing them one step closer to God.

b.

Too often we look at people as prospects and customers rather than
people with questions. We have not been sensitive to them as
people.

c.

Stair-stepping a person to salvation.
CONVERSION

7. I repent of my sin and accept Christ.
6. I am willing to be saved.
5. I recognize that Christ died for me.
4. I realize that my sin has alienated me from God.
3. I realize that I am a sinner.
2. I know I am responsible to God.
1. I know there is a God.

(1) The person may enter the process at any level.
(a)

Depending on his/her background.

(b)

Depending on his/her desire to learn and know God.

(b)

Depending on his/her freedom to ask questions and get answers.

(2) The decision to trust Christ as Saviour is preceded by many other decisions.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Subconsciously: is there a God?
Can God be known?
Can I trust the Bible?
Can I trust my reasoning process?
Can I trust what people say to me?
Will I ask my questions?

(3) A person’s entry level is determined by his or her need.
(a)

“Seasons of the soul” such as physical, financial, family or job problems can
motivate a person to enter the stair-stepping process.

(b)

Bible study can raise needs that motivate a person into stair-stepping.

(c)

The example (lifestyle or verbal) of class members can motivate a person into
the stair-stepping process.

(4) Stair-stepping is both natural and supematural.
(a)

Natural reasons such as needs or life changes turn people to God.

(b)

Supernatural reasons turn people to God - the person may be drawn by the
Father (John 6:37) or the Holy Spirit working in his or her heart (John 16:8).

(5) Your attitude toward stair-stepping:
(a)

Understand your qoal of evangelism.
(1)
(2)

You are not using confrontational evangelism, but prayer, nurture, etc.
The goal is always to move the person closer to a solution without
forcing him or her.
(b) Look at solutions from their perspective .
(1)
(2)

See their problems and solve them.
Hear their questions and answer them.

(c) Stair-stepping is only a system that emphasizes their relationship to
you, Be prepared to share the Gospel at any time and lead a friend
to Christ.
d.

It may take many Bible studies before a person is ready to enter the event of
salvation (accept Christ).
(1)

Because of questions, barriers, doubts, etc.

(2)

Because of lack of knowledge.

(3)

Because of former experiences he/she must unlearn.

(4)

Because you must win a hearing.
(a)

Win the person to Christians.

(b)

Win the person to the church.

(c)

Win the person to Christ.

B.

Discussion
1.
2.
3.

Share your experience of “searching” for God before you were saved (accepted
Christ as Saviour).
What motivates a person to move toward salvation?
How can we make our Bible study a comfortable place for someone who is
searching for God?

Step Four - Bible Study
Sometimes it is easier to understand how a principle works when viewed in a context of
someone applying it. Show how the principles discussed in the video were applied in the
conversion of Nicodemus (John 3:1-15; 7:45-52; 19:3842). Read the Scripture passages
and use the following questions to guide your discussion.
1. How did Jesus stair-step Nicodemus toward making a decision?
2. What indicators demonstrated that Nicodemus was moving toward personal
faith in Christ?
3. What kind of decision for Christ did Nicodemus eventually make?

Step Five - Developing a Group Action Plan
It is important to be more than hearers and act on what we learn. Consider the
following assignments and develop a group action plan based upon today’s study.
1. Discuss and total the number of “yes-seeker” and “sign-ups” received as well as
attendance increase and positive changes in your Bible study group during the
campaign.
2. To establish an ‘enrolling mentality,” replace all visitor’s cards with enrollment
cards.
3. Take time to pray for each person enrolled by your group during the campaign.
Your immediate goal is to help them know they are an important part of your
Bible study group.
4. Assign group members to make cookie visits to any newcomers to the group
(visit should be made within two days).

LESSON HANDOUTS
LESSON ONE
Turning around Attitudes

A.

Six negative attitudes that hurt Sunday School
1.

The first visit by strangers is no longer to the Sunday School but to the
_____________ Research reveals the reasons people come to Sunday School.

2.

3.

a.

________________. People who start attending Sunday School
come looking to meet people or a friend brought them.

b.

________________. People come looking for help.

c.

______________. People are interested in the
Bible topic and come because of content.

d.

______________. People attend because they like or identify with
the teacher.

e.

______________. People attend because they like the teaching
methods.

The Sunday School is no longer the _______________ into church
membership.
The name Sunday School has become a ________ word to the unchurched.
a.

Outsiders attach to the name Sunday School:
(1) Babysitting.
(2) Gimmicks such as contests and prizes.
(3) Out-of-date teaching methods.
They don’t see it as a place of Bible study.

4.

The Sunday School is associated primarily with ______________.
a.
b.

5.

Associated with preparing children for church membership.
For those not old enough to attend worship.

Sunday School is lecture driven or program driven, not
_______________.
a.
b.

Youth use the term sermon negatively. (Don’t “preach” to me).
Sunday School is teacher centered, not pupil centered.

6.

Sunday School is not ___________ to the lives of its pupils.
a.
b.

B.

Turning around these six negative attitudes
1.

First, _____________ people who attend only worship.

2.

Create a new ___________________ into the Sunday School.

3.

Begin using the title _________________ rather than Sunday School.

4.

Think ____________________.
a.
b.

Over 51 percent of Sunday School members are adults.
A strong adult program:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

5.

6.

Enlist prayer support,
Enlist leadership for the church,
Enlist a financial base,
Adults bring children and youth,
Adults can better reach other adults.

Move to ______________ rather than lectures.
a.

C.

The application of the Bible to life seems more like a “moralism”
than something that works.
The Sunday School doesn’t meet the needs of its pupils.

Young adults want participatory classes where they talk, laugh, cry, feel at
ease, and experience the Word of God.

Bible study leads to ____________________.

Discussion
1. What does the title “Bible Study” mean to you?

2.

What could you get from “Bible Study” that you don’t get from the present
format of Sunday School?

3.

How can “Bible Study” make the Word of God more practical to your life?

LESSON TWO
Working from the Strengths of Sunday School
A.

Four wrong assumptions about Sunday School outreach
1. The __________________ builds the Sunday School.

2.

a.

Too often we look at visitors as prospects to be “sold” on a
decision.

b.

With one big attendance day and little followup, attendance usually
falls back to normal the next week. People become discouraged.

Visitors should be ‘pressed’ to make a decision ______________________.
a.

3.

Evangelistic outreach is centered on _____________ who are primarily
unknown to church members, because it is easier to get decisions from those
never seen again.
a.

4.

B.

Visitors are treated as customers who are coming to a store to be
“sold” on salvation or joining the church. Sunday School should
be a place where people can ask honest questions and explore
Christianity.

The most effective evangelism in the New Testament is with
FRANS (Friends, Relatives, Associates, and Neighbors).

________________ rather than love is used to motivate Christians to witness
for Christ or to get lost people to accept Christ. The primary motive ought to be
love.

Four factors that make Sunday School Enrollment more effective

1.

______________ People make a “bonding’ decision to Christ and the
church after they visit and hear the Gospel 3.4 times (statistics based on
research by Flavil Yeakley).

2.

_______________________________ involves the Law of the Seven
Touches in which we reach out and visit or minister to people at this point
of need or interest. There are certain things a person must know about
God, salvation, and himself before conversion. This involves preconversion ministry.
a.

3.

Target ______________ (Friends, Relatives, Associates, and Neighbors).
a.

4.

FRANS are the most reachable people. They are those who are familiar
with people who already attend Sunday School.
Emphasize __________________ the New Testament expression of
evangelism.

a.

b.

c.

C.

Give people the opportunity to ask questions and express their frustrations
in a Bible study with fellowship.

The act of “decision’ for Christ is found in “disciple-making,” such as
Matthew deciding to leave the tax table and the fishermen deciding to leave
their nets.
Disciple-making includes the process of following Christ after a decision
for Him, “follow me and I will make you a fisher of men.”
Disciple-making emphasizes a relationship with Christ, i.e., knowing Him,
becoming like Him, learning about Him, and talking to Him - following
Him with our lifestyle.

Discussion
1.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of a high attendance day?

2.

What happens when we press our visitors to make a decision when they first
attend?

3. What happens if we don’t press for a decision?

4.

What is the most effective way to win our friends to Christ?

LESSON THREE
Recycling Sunday School Enrollment
A.

Why Sunday School Enrollment died out
1.

In the past, Sunday Schools emphasized the _____________________
rather than the social networking that came from enrollment,
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Churches and denominations stopped measuring growth by enrollment.
Churches and denominations stopped reporting enrollment membership as
a valid measure of growth.
Classes stopped emphasizing enrollment when church leadership no
longer felt it was important.
When the commitment of enrollment began to disappear, so did class
belongingness and social cohesion.
Many felt that enrollment was a ____________________ since many
enrollees didn’t attend regularly.

a.

b.
c.

3.

There was a past effort to pair the roll down to those who actually
attended, rather then using the roll as a pool from which to draw prospects
or visitors.
Attendance began to die because marginal members (those on the roll)
were neglected.
The enrollment “window of entry” was lost to the Sunday School, hence
outreach was limited to fewer ways to reach people.
The emphasis of ____________________ grew while the social factors of
interaction and accountability declined with the de-emphasis of
enrollment.

a.
b.

The need for strong Bible teaching was evident, but not at the expense of
loyalty to the class and one another.
The shift to stronger Bible teaching subtly pushed the Sunday School
toward a more respectable academic emphasis, but the spiritual watch-care
of the teacher over pupils was lost,

as well as the social interaction that produced excitement, enjoyment, and a
hunger for practical application.
4.

The role of the teacher shifted toward __________ while the teacher’s role
of shepherding, caring and spiritual oversight was neglected.

B.
Sunday School Enrollment can reverse the Sunday School slide in
attendance
1.

________________ for the class. When pupils are enrolled in Sunday School,
they are obligated to their class for their stewardship of time, talent, and
treasures.
a. Enrollment implies that class members are responsible for the spiritual
health of their class.
b. Enrollment means pupils have an obligation for following up on absentees
in the class.

2.

________________ is responsible for the newly enrolled pupil.
a.

Since the class has taken an obligation for the spiritual growth of each
member, it must prepare a balanced curriculum for spiritual growth.

C.
Sunday School Enrollment can create loyalty to the class and
church
1.
a.
When people are enrolled in Sunday School, they consider the
members ___________ and certain barriers to attendance are taken down.
b.

Enrollment means the choice for ________________has already
been made. Enrolled members will get up on Sunday morning
expecting to attend Bible study.

D.
Enrolling people for Bible study is a biblical approach to reaching
FRANS
E.

Discussion
1.

Past: What has your Sunday School’s attitude been toward enrollment?

2.

Present: What must happen to get your Sunday School excited about an
enrollment campaign?

3.

Future: What will happen to your Sunday School if enrollment becomes an
effective tool to reach people?

LESSON FOUR
How to Enroll a Person in Bible Study
A.

Assumptions in approaching people
1.

There are three kinds of contacts: _______________ to get them back
(shepherding), __________________ to lead people to Christ, and
contacting prospects to _____________________in Bible study.

2.

Know your _________________. Contacts with _____________will get
the most results (should be 80% of your contacts), followed by contacts
with prospects to _________________(should be 15% of your contacts),
and contacts with a view of __________(should be 5% of your contacts).
Ask, _______________________Many will answer with an excuse.
Don’t argue or press for a decision, just say “Thank you, I’m looking for
people who are interested.”

3.

B.

Approaching people
1.

How to enroll a person in Bible study through a ___________________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

a.
b.
c.

Sharing. Offering homemade cookies (pie, cakes, or other baked goods)
is offering a part of your life.
Don’t Go In. The purpose is to make friends and make them want to
return to Bible study.
Remind. Point out the fun, interaction or application from last Sunday’s
lesson.
Approach. “Are your interested in enrolling in Bible study with us?”
How to enroll a person in Bible study through a ___________. Before
calling, write an outline of what you plan to say.

“Hello, I’m (name).”
“I’m from (name of church).”
Identify why you are contacting them.

(1) “Your friend (name of friend) gave me your name and said you might be
interested in Bible study...”

3.
a.

C.

(2)

“You are a member of our church but not enrolled in Bible study. I
thought you might be interested in our Bible study...’

(3)

“Your children attend our Sunday School and I thought you might also
be interested in Bible study...”

(4)

“I see from the records that you attended our church for (name of
event) and I thought you might be interested in an exciting Bible
study...”

(5)

“We understand you are not attending church anywhere and wondered
if you might be interested in our Bible study...”
How to enroll people in Bible study through

b.

People will probably not throw away your letter unopened. They will read
it.
The letter should promise another contact, i.e. a phone call or visit.

c.

The letter should promise excitement, meeting friends, and involvement.

d.

The letter should be handwritten. They will think a typed letter from a
computer is very impersonal.

e.

The letter should be the beginning of a contact, not the final touch.

f.

Remember, it takes 7 touches to bring a person to the church, so don’t
expect too much from one or two letters.

Discussion
1.

Why are some reluctant to invite their FRANS to Sunday School?

2.

How can their reluctance be overcome?

3.

What approach is easiest for you?

LESSON FIVE
“Windows of Opportunity”
A.

Three actions that will make the enrolling techniques work:

1.

_______________________.
Everyone in the class should have one of the
‘windows of opportunity” assigned to them and each should have a person
responsible to see that it is applied.
a.

2.

Examples of windows: phoning, mailing, cookie visits, absenteeism visits,
etc.

_____________. Everyone should be given an opportunity to report on his/her
attempt to enroll someone in Bible study.

3.
_____________. Give recognition to everyone who has attempted or
accomplished the task of enrolling a person in Bible study. Let them share what has
worked.
B.

Twenty-four enrollment techniques:
1.

When people ______ they are automatically enrolled in the Sunday School.

2.

Enroll current church members who are not enrolled in Bible study.

3. Enroll _____________ to the church service.
4.

Enroll relatives.

5.

Enroll newly married couples from your church or community.

6.

Enroll couples who are ____________________.

7.

Enroll people who are new in the neighborhood.

8.

Enroll through a __________________.

9. Enroll people who have signed the church guest book.
10. Enroll people by placing ________________ in church pew racks.
11. Clip an enrollment card to each prospect card sent out on visitation.

12.

Go ____________ in specific areas around the church to enroll people in
Bible study.

13.

At special musical programs, Vacation Bible School programs, Christmas
programs, and so forth, clip enrollment cards to the program and ask visitors
to enroll.

14. Ask the pastor to include an enrollment card with each letter he sends to
___________.
15. Conduct a __________________ enrollment campaign after VBS.
16. Conduct a mail campaign to enroll people in Bible study.
17. Stand at the back of the auditorium and enroll visitors or members who are not
already in Bible study.
18. Give Sunday School visitors an enrollment card instead of a
__________________. If they know they cannot return, have them mark
through enrollment and write in visitor.
19. Conduct a direct-mail campaign to parents of children who come to Sunday
School.
20. Ask people who fill out visitor slips in church to write “enroll me’ across the
top.
21. Make _______________ and ask people to enroll in Bible study.
22.
23.
24.

C.

Conduct a “yes-seeker” campaign in which each member seeks out five
people to invite to enroll in Bible study.
Conduct a “sign-up” campaign in which class members actually enroll people
in Bible study.
Recognize everyone who was a yes-seeker or signup volunteer and share
experiences of asking people to enroll in Bible study.

Setting goals
1.

Set a goal for how many “yes-seekers” you will attempt the coming week.
Every invitation extended to a person who is not already a class member is
counted as one “yes-seeker.”

2.

Determine how many “sign-ups” you will attempt in the coming week. A
sign-up is when someone enrolls in Bible study.

D.

Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What “windows of opportunity” do you feel will be easiest to do?
Which will be most effective? Why?
Which ‘windows of opportunity” do you believe will be most difficult to do?
Why?
Can your relationship with prospects be natural and productive if names and
goals are assigned?

LESSON SIX
A Friendly Touch
A.

Five symbols to make the friendly touch work:
1.

_________________________or “open hand of fellowship.” This means
fellowship and kononia. The glue to hold the class together is not a
lecture or film, but rather the social interaction among class members.

2.

________________________. This means scheduling time in the class to
allow talking and “catching up” on the news of the week. Whereas some
teachers may think this is wasted time, it is the social basis to make
teaching more effective.

3.

________________________ people knowing one another. Class
members are on a first-name basis and should sit where they can see other
people face to face. This does not mean one large circle if the class has
over 12 members, in which case they can sit around several tables.
Everyone should be in an interactive position with some others from the
class.
_________________________. The lesson plan should be constructed
around questions with opportunity for everyone to interact with the
discussion leader and with one another. The Lord was a master teacher
and asked many questions in teaching others.
_________________________. All first-time visitors should get a twominute front-door visit the following week. As a friendly gesture, take
fresh-made cookies, bread or rolls along with an enrollment card to thank
them for visiting, welcome them back, and invite them to enroll in Bible
study.

4.

3.

B.

Discussion

1.

Share what you feel are the friendliest things about your class.

2.

Do you think the class learn, grasp, and apply as much Bible by group
discussion as it can by lecture?

3.

Will there be more or less loyalty to the class if group discussion is used?
Why?

LESSON SEVEN
Outline
A.
Most Christians have unsaved friends and know it is their
responsibility to reach them for Christ
1.

Some ________________ and others are afraid to try.
a.

B.

There is one thing they can do that does not
_________________________ that is, ask friends if they are
__________________.

Is inviting people to Bible study biblical?
1.

The phrase ____________________ also means “inviting evangelism” or
“event evangelism.”

2.

_______________________ evangelism is done through relationships,
recreation, Bible study ... methods that bring people into the church where
they can get saved.
a.
(1)
(2)
(3)

3.

Three steps in side-door evangelism:
Win the person to you, the Christian (cook i.e., visit).
Win the person to the church.
Win the person to Christ.

In the New Testament, ______________ attended church services.
If therefore the whole church came together into one place ... and there
come in those that are unlearned or unbelievers (1 Cor. 14:23).

For if there come unto your assembly a man with a gold ring, in godly
apparel ... ye have respect to him ... and say to him, sit thou here in a good
place (James 2:2-3). (Also see James 2:6-7).
4.

C.

The lost ___________________.
a.

In public gatherings.

b.

In marketplaces.

c.

Communication took place within the community.

Steps in inviting evangelism:
1.

Be _________________ to reach people. Believe that enrolling in Bible
study will get people into the Word of God where they will be saved.
a.

D.

E.

Methods must be adapted to the needs of the people.

2.

Be ___________________. Because friends love, they want to share.

3.

Be ____________________. Tell them they will be involved in Bible
study with a great group of people.

4.

Be ____________. Build their anticipation of what they will get from
Bible study.

5.

Raise _____________ before they do. If you know they have problems
about coming to Sunday School, raise the issue first and answer it. If they
raise the objection first, you are at a disadvantage.

A biblical example: Cornelius invited friends to Bible study
1.

Cornelius, a Roman army officer, was ________, prayed daily, and did
good works.

2.

He gathered ______________ to hear the Word of God (Acts 10:24).

3.

They ________________(Acts 10:33).

4.

They were __________________.

Discussion

1.
2.
3.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of FrontDoor Evangelism?
What must class members do to make Bible Study more effective?
How was Cornelius effective in helping prepare people to believe in Jesus
Christ?

LESSON EIGHT
Outline
Not everyone can lead a friend to decide to get saved (accept Christ). In fact, the
thought of pressing for a decision scares the average Christian. But every believer can
talk to friends about solutions and can be there to answer questions friends may have
about their faith and doubts.

A.

Understand that evangelism is both a process and an event
1.

2.

___________ is an event (John 3:3, 5).
a.

Salvation is like a lightbulb - it is on or off.

b.

Salvation is like a birth - the event happens at a specific time, but
there is nine months of preparation before the birth.

____________ is a process.
HUMAN LIFE-CYCLE CHART

Event
Conception

Process
Gestation

Event
Birth

Process
Maturing

Event
Death

a.

Asking a person, “Are you interested in enrolling in Bible study?”
is one step in the process of bringing someone to salvation. You
are bringing them one step closer to God.

b.

Too often we look at people as prospects and customers rather than
people with questions. We have not been sensitive to them as
people.

c.

Stair-stepping a person to salvation.
CONVERSION

7. I repent of my sin and accept Christ.
6. I am willing to be saved.
5. I recognize that Christ died for me.
4. I realize that my sin has alienated me from God.
3. I realize that I am a sinner.
2. I know I am responsible to God.
1. I know there is a God.

(1) The person may enter the process at __________.
(a)

Depending on his/her background.

(b)

Depending on his/her desire to learn and know God.

(b)

Depending on his/her freedom to ask questions and get answers.

(2) The __________ to trust Christ as Saviour is preceded by many other decisions.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Subconsciously: is there a God?
Can God be known?
Can I trust the Bible?
Can I trust my reasoning process?
Can I trust what people say to me?
Will I ask my questions?

(3) A person’s entry level is determined by ______________.
(a)

“Seasons of the soul” such as physical, financial, family or job problems can
motivate a person to enter the stair-stepping process.

(b)

Bible study can raise needs that motivate a person into stair-stepping.

(c)

The example (lifestyle or verbal) of class members can motivate a person into
the stair-stepping process.

(4) Stair-stepping is both ____________________.
(a)

Natural reasons such as needs or life changes turn people to God.

(b)

Supernatural reasons turn people to God - the person may be drawn by the
Father (John 6:37) or the Holy Spirit working in his or her heart (John 16:8).

(5) Your attitude toward stair-stepping:

(a)

Understand your _______ of evangelism.
(1)
(2)

You are not using confrontational evangelism, but prayer, nurture, etc.
The goal is always to move the person closer to a solution without
forcing him or her.
(b) Look at solutions from _____________.
(1)
(2)

See their problems and solve them.
Hear their questions and answer them.

(c) Stair-stepping is only a system that ______________________, Be
prepared to share the Gospel at any time and lead a friend to
Christ.
d.

B.

It may take many Bible studies before a person is ready to enter the event of
salvation (accept Christ).
(1)

Because of questions, barriers, doubts, etc.

(2)

Because of lack of knowledge.

(3)

Because of former experiences he/she must unlearn.

(4)

Because you must win a hearing.
(a)

Win the person to Christians.

(b)

Win the person to the church.

(c)

Win the person to Christ.

Discussion
1.
2.
3.

Share your experience of “searching” for God before you were saved (accepted
Christ as Saviour).
What motivates a person to move toward salvation?
How can we make our Bible study a comfortable place for someone who is
searching for God?

PROMOTION
This section contains suggested announcements, sample letters, a sample fact
sheet, posters, and camera-ready artwork for use in promoting and organizing Sunday
School Enrollment in your church. The camera-ready copy is provided to help give your
program professionalism, credibility, and personalization while decreasing your printing
costs. These pages include an attendance survey and questionnaire, enrollments cards,
“cookie visit’ cards, FRANS cards, and several forms for keeping track of new enrollees
as well as overall Bible study attendance.
Some items can be copied on your church copy machine without changes, while
some require type to be set in order to personalize them. In some cases you can cut the
heading from a church letterhead or envelope and paste it over the suggested location on
the artwork. You may choose to send some things to your local printer.

When you think of Sunday School, what comes to your mind?
Too often people associate things like baby-sitting, a place for children only,
lectures and out-of-date teaching methods, and gimmicks such as contests and prizes,
with Sunday School. But what is Sunday School or what should it be?
Today’s Sunday School actually involves members in Bible study rather than
making them listen to lectures only. It is a place to learn together as we apply Scripture
to our daily lives. It is also a place to invite and bring unchurched friends to meet new
friends and hear God’s Word in a friendly and unthreatening atmosphere. It gives
opportunity for fellowship and interaction. Sunday School members provide support for
one another. Taking all this into consideration, Sunday School sounds like a fun and
exciting thing!
Not only is Sunday School for Bible study, it is for meeting people’s needs and
provides a window of opportunity for bringing new people into the church. Did you
know that enrolling people in Bible study is an outreach method that has proven effective
through the years and that it is really a recycled version of a biblical outreach strategy?
Prior to the birth of Jesus, rabbis, philosophers, and other teachers enrolled disciples to
study with them. Later, Jesus gathered I-Es own disciples to study and learn from Him.
Today we can follow their example and enroll others in Bible study to become disciples
with us here at [name of church].
Next week in adult Sunday School, we will begin an exciting eight-week study of
Sunday School Enrollment: Reviving a New Testament Strategy of Outreach. We’ll learn
how to turn around negative attitudes, why there is strength in Sunday School enrollment,
why it is a biblical approach, effective ways to enroll people in Bible study, and more. I
encourage everyone to come and participate - you will all learn something new and
participate in discussion and Bible study as you interact with your friends.

We are turning our old Sunday School classes into new and exciting Bible study
groups. The difference ... the old classes were too much lecture and not enough group
participation; the new classes include Bible study, group discussion, life application,
interaction with friends, member support and encouragement, and windows of
opportunity for outreach!
Today [NOTE: OR next week DEPENDING ON WHEN YOU ANNOLTNCE
THIS PASTOR ) we began [OR will begin] an eight-week series in our morning Bible
study groups on Sunday School Enrollment: Reviving a New Testament Strategy of
Outreach.
This series will help us make our Bible studies more practical and interesting
while it changes the way people think about Sunday School, provides a window of entry
for unchurched friends to enter the church family, and applies Scriptures to daily life. It
will help us increase participation, discussion, and personal interaction. Plus, it will help
us develop a lifestyle of evangelism that wins more people to Christ and assimilates them
into the life of our church.
Sunday School Enrollment is not a new gimmick to reach people, but a recycled
version of an effective and biblical outreach strategy used by the New Testament church even by Jesus and his disciples. It builds loyalty, responsibility, and commitment among
members.
Please join us and be part of this new ministry outreach - not only will the church
benefit, but you and your prospective group members will be blessed also.

Date

Dear [Name],
Welcome to Bible study at [name of church] ! I am glad you have chosen to be a
part of making our Bible studies more interesting by enrolling in [name of Bible study
group].
This group is sure to contribute a great deal to meeting your spiritual needs as you
study God’ s Word, join in the discussions, learn from other people’s experiences, and
enjoy the fellowship and support of friends.
If you have further questions about your Bible study group, contact your group
leader, [name] at [phone number]. If there is any way I as pastor can minister to you,
please call the church office.
It is wonderful to see that you have answered Christ’s call to “come and see” and
become a disciple in studying God’s Word. May God bless you for making this decision.
Sincerely in Christ,

Pastor (Name).

Date

Dear (Name],

Welcome to [name of Bible study group).
I am happy you enrolled in our group. We meet to study and learn, but also to
fellowship and ‘be there” for each other. Because of this, I believe you will experience the
warmth of caring people as we all gather to study God’ s Word and learn to apply it in our
daily lives.
If you have any questions about our group or about the Bible and what we are
studying or if you have a personal need for which you desire prayer or need assistance,
please feel free to call me. I’m here to help in any way I possibly can.
I look forward to serving, studying, and fellowshipping with you. Thank you for
coming and joining.
Sincerely in Christ,

[Name]
Group Leader (or Teacher]

You are invited to participate in
BIBLE STUDY at [name of church]!
Here at [name of church] Bible study is more than lectures. Bible study groups
offer an innovative learning environment where members actually participate in studying the
Bible through group discussion under the direction of a leader - and everyone learns how to
apply God’s Word to their own lives. Each member participates in the learning process. But
these groups offer more than Bible study - they offer encouragement as well as spiritual and
emotional support. Here you will find the spiritual guidance and friendship you need to grow
strong as a Christian.
Our ministry offers you a variety of Bible study groups from which to choose.
For Adults
The Homebuilders (for mothers of young children). Based on Proverbs 14:1, “Every
wise woman buildeth her house,” this group is geared toward any age woman who is
raising children and wants to do it right.
The Lamplighters (for people who have a deep concern for witnessing to others).
Based on Luke 11:3, ‘No one, when he has lit a lamp, puts in in a secret place or
under a basket, but on a lampstand, that those who come in may see the light,” this
group studies Scripture in light of evangelism. They have a strong desire to become
good witnesses in every area of life, to know how to influence people for Christ, and
to effectively present the Gospel to them.
The Light Seekers (for new Christians). Based on Ephesians 5:8, “For you were once
darkness, but now you are light in the Lord. Walk as children of light,” this group
nurtures and encourages new Christians while teaching basic doctrine and principles
of Christian living.
The Goalsetters (for senior saints, 60 and up). Based on Philippians 3:14-15, “I press
toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus. Therefore let
us, as many as are mature, have this mind,” this group is for active senior saints who
desire to be faithful in studying and living Gods Word, while being a testimony to
younger generations.
The Cornerstone Class (for parents). Based on Ephesians 2:20-21, “And are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
corner stone; In whom all the building fitly framed together groweth unto an holy
temple in the Lord,” this class ministers to parents who are committed to building
homes on a Christian foundation.

[continue on, using additional pages as necessary, to list all classes you offer - from
adults on down to little ones]

Use this as a bulletin insert or handout sheet in worship service.
Allow time for attendees to complete them, then collect them separately or with the
offering.

Bible Study Attendance Survey
(do not sign your name)
Did you attend Bible study this morning?
___ yes

___ no

If not, why did you not attend Bible study this morning? (Check no more than two main
reasons.)
__ a. I don’t believe group Bible study is necessary for Christians.
__ b. I do not get anything out of it.
__c. I do not like the teacher(s).
__d. It is too early to get up.
__e. Busy with other things.
__f. I do not get practical help for my life.
__g. I do not want to get involved with people in a small group.
__h. It is my only morning to sleep late.
__i. Other:
Are you enrolled in Bible study?
__ yes

__ no

If not, do you believe you would like to enroll in Bible study some day?
__ yes

__ no

Are you aware of the various Bible study classes this church has to offer?
__ yes __ no

Use this in individual Bible study groups.

Bible Study Questionnaire

Why do you attend Sunday morning Bible study?

Rate your response on a scale of 1 to 3:
(1 = very important; 2 = average importance; 3 = not very important).

__To be with friends/to have fellowship.
__To get spiritual help.
__Interested in the topic being studied.
__Enjoy the teacher.
__Like the teaching method (video, Q & A, and so forth)
__Other. Explain:

New Enrollee List
Name of Bible Study Group: _________________________ Date: _________________

New Enrollees:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
New Enrollees Before Today:____________________
New Enrollees Today:____________________
Total New Enrollees:____________________
Plus Total Existing Members:____________________
Equals Total Group Members:____________________

Weekly Attendance Tally
(complete and submit to department recordkeeper)

Name of Bible Study Group:
Total Existing Members Attending:
Total New Enrollees Attending:
Equals Total Attending:

Total Existing Members:
Plus Total New Enrollees:
Equals Total Enrolled:
Date:
Signature of Person Completing Form:

